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AND---1HE-TEAM· PLAYE-D ON 
By Dave Rives 
After a long three- week 
layoff, Ithaca College's Football 
Bombers came out fighting for 
their newly acquired reputation. 
After it was all over on the Poly 
Butterfield, who celebrated his 
birthday on Saturday, the win 
was sensational. "Our guys have 
been waiting for an opportunity 
like this all season. What they 
I have done this · fall is just 
. unpelievable,. and rm extremely 
Division III Player of the Year) 
and halfback Dave Pitzer, the 
lthacans outran and outhit the 
Roc~ets all afternoon. , 
Pitzer ran five yar.ds for one 
score and caught a 20 yard pass 
for another, while his backfield 
mate Remick scored on a 35 
yard run late in tb.e game to ice 
on that scoring drive, forcing 
Calo to pass more often, 
something the Rockets have 
wracking third period. Defensive -
end Harry Meshirer recoyered a 
tail back Ed O'Reilly fumble 
, the victorys The Bombers other 
_.score came on an 18 yard_ run by 
IC quarterback Jerry Boyes in 
the second· quarter. Boyes 
finished with 50 yards rushing 
been leary of doing all season, deep in Bomber territory 
but this time it worked out well. midway in the third period. Near 
The touchdown came when the end of that third period, 
Rocket center Dan Bowley defensive back Ralph Dintino 
recovered a lqose ball in the picked off a Calo pass stopping 
Bomber end zone. Kicker Ed ,another lengthy Rocket drive 
Kelly converted for a - 7-6 :deep in IC territory. Dintino 
Slippery Rock lead. _returned the ball to the 
With under five minutes left Bomber's 46 to set up the 
in the half, the Bombers took lthacan's go ahead score. 
advantage of a partially blocked 
Slippery Rock punt for the go Bombers March 
Dave liemicit'f~~~h oii~o~~{ti:fi~~:bl~~~;:.: :. ,_ 
- · : from .the line. - · _ · -.: ~"..& ·· _, .. · 
Turr' at Cornell's Schoellkopf:.· -pro~d of every one ~ them." . _ 
field, the Bomber.i had. left ·:no Ithaca ran their victoi:y skein 
one disappointed, save for their' . to -ten this fall, and 11 over the 
opponents. . : last" two seasons, while handing 
The Ithacans left no doubts the .nationally ranked Rockets 
about who really deserved the their first- ioss.- of- the year. The 
Lambert Bowl,· with a :&ockwasranke'd'n'inthlastweek 
convincing 27-14 win_ ..... ~vei" ·on the'·NCAA Collegiate Poll. 
Slippei:y Rock- State, in the~ ' Slippery Rock entered the game 
Division lII Eastern ·semi~final :with a 9-0-1 record, having 
game. The win means a trip defeated· W~ Chester State on 
down to Phenix City, Alabama ·Noy. 23 for a third consecutive 
for the Amos Alonzo Stagg Bowl Pennsylvania· J:onference Title. 
and a shot· at the Division III The lthacans· dfd~'t seem to 
National titl~ for Ithaca. . be tQO . impressed as they 
_, unleashed , -their .usual potent 
-Butterfield's Biratday . ·- i running attack'· right from the 
: start. Led by Fullback Dave 
For Head Coach Jim_ Remick (whc:i was named- ECAC 
. -_ ·--~: __ ,_..... . ' - . 
· on 8 carries, while Pitzer and 
Remick both netted over 100 on 
the ground. The IC running-
game rolled up 34 7 yards against 
· the huge Siippery · Rock 
~efensive front, in 62 carries. 
Initial Score 
The Bombers scored on their 
initial possession, driving 60 
yards in 15 plays and consuming 
· · .. the first seven minute~ of the · 
' g'ame. Piiie'r , .amf Remick . 
combined for t,he entire 60 yards 
behind the excellent blocking of . 
, · -the 1c·: line, -The two - spe!!dy· __ · 
backs favored the right side 
behind gµard Gabe Timpano and 
tackle Jerry Wells. Pitzer capped 
the drive with a five-yard run.- . 
Kicker Bud Markowick 
missed the extra point, which 
later proved to be costly, as the 
Rockets came back midway in · 
the second quarter for seven. 
Following several turnovers by 
both teams, one of which saw 
the R_ock fumble the ball away 
deep in their own territory on 
their initial possession, the 
Green moved 9 5 yards in I 5 
plays under the direction of 
singal caller Chuck Calo. 
The Bomber defense stopped 
the Rocket running attack cold 
ahead score. Linebacker Mike' The Bombers marched the 
Donnelly got his hand on a Joe remaining 54 yards in eight 
Hom punt, which just dribbled plays. The key play of the drive 
out to the Rocket's 43 yard line. was a perfect 40--yard pass from 
Boyes to !C's leading receiver 
Nunn_ Gallops Bill Bryant, which put IC' on the 
. Rocket 1 2 yard line. A costly 
Flanker Tim Nunn set up the offensive ho Id in g ca 11 
,' l ~ ." • .- ' - • - • 
Jerry 3oyes with the keep 
score with a 20 yard gallop to 
the 23. _ Two plays later, Boyes 
showed his speed as he dashed 
18 yards to the comer flag, just 
cutting into the end zone in 
bou:nds against. the Rocket 
defender. B~yes tried for two 
points on the following 
conversion ·attempt, but was 
smothered back at the Slippery 
Rock 20. 
Final Opportunity 
·momentarily took the steam out 
· of the drive on the next play, 
and set the stage for the miracle 
. play of the game. On fourth and 
long, Markowick came in to try 
a field goal. Boyes took a high 
snap, ran for his life and lobbed 
a last second,dcsperation pass up 
for grabs. Pitzer __ outran two 
Rocket defenders and grabbed 
_ the ball just before he ran out 
the bacl( of the end zone. 
Dave's heroics left the place 
in an uproar and proved to be all 
The Bombers got one final · the Bombers needed on that 
first half opportunity to add to . cold afternoon to put the 
their lead late in the half, Rockets away. 
Remick Scores 
,-~ 
following defensive back Gary 
Bucci's interception o( a Calo 
pass deep in- Bomber territory . 
The lthacans fail~ to capitalize, 
sending · in · Freshman . Shawn 
Sullivan to · P,Urit away, The 
Rocket defense put on a big rush 
and blocked Sullivan's kick, 
finally rec~vering the loose ball 
back on the IC I 4. 
Remick added the Bomber's 
final score late in the final 
period, following another poor 
. Calo ran it in himself two 
· ·Slippery Rock punt. Oave cut 
loose on a 35"'ard touchdown 
run to cap a short five play 
'drive. Pitzer ran around the right 
end for the two poiflt conversion 
to give Ithaca a well deserved 
27-14 win. 
: ' plays· later to put th·e Rock up 
:·,'' · 1'4-12 at the nalf._, ·· 
Dintino intercepted his 
Defense Thwarts second pass _of ~ game at his 
" own goal line with under two 
, The Bomber d e"fense minutes remaining to stop a final, 
.... -··.• ' 
__ . ~-a pa~ndllQGbtdrives desperation drive b_y the 
.-·._ - - - . :'..du~_-the.' seonlea:--.but ner,-e. ., "ltociets.. 
,, 
.---,!· .. - •,-·•' __ . ____ ,. __ .. _.--.··-.---·-----· . . . 
·- - --· - ·- . - -
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M·eet your candidates 'for student 
balloting will take plac~ in all asked of all th~ 
three dining halls from 10 A.M. 
candidates i,n 
personal interviews. Those 
questions are: 
i 
real means of expressing student Student Trustee. In dealing with 
opinion, according_ to Anton. the Board of Tru_stees he feels By Cathy Doyle 
' There are presently two 
student members on the Board 
of Trustees of Ithaca College. 
One of these positions will be 
vacated at the end of this 
semester. Six students from 
, \Ithaca College would like to fill 
'that vacancy. They are: David 
Anton, Howard Bloom, Andy 
Friedman, Robert Schmizler, 
Sam Smikler, and Jane Tierney. 
The candidate that takes the 
position will b·e a full inember of 
the Board for two and a half 
years. 
Important Post 
Tt.is positinn is considered to 
be the most important post a 
student may hold. The student 
Trustee is our input into the 
Board thal governs us. 
On the I 0th of December the 
entire student body will have the 
· opportunity to express which 
candidate they feel is best 
· qualified for the position. All six 
names will appear on a 
referendum to be voted on. The 
'to 7:30 P.M. 
Special Congress' 
At a special meeting of 
Congress Tuesday night a 
motion was passed calling for a 
referendum that would open the 
Trustee election campus wide. 
According to Congress's 
Constitution the student 
representative to the Board must 
be elected by Congress. 
Therefore, it was left in the air 
as to how Congress would regard 
the student vote. 
Campaigning 
The candidates began their 
campaigning Wednesday 
morning. With a $ 20 spending · 
limit and all the energy they can 
muster, they are attempting to 
reach you. The candidates are 
similar in many· of their concerns 
and viewpoints. However, their 
approaches and their basic values 
re different. Our task is to listen, 
observe, and decide which 
person peaks best for us. 
Three main questions were 
··1 t:an 't promise miracles, just hard work;" 
David Anton 
The Questions 
What provoked you to run 
for the stude~t position on the 
Board of Trustees? 
What do you feel you will be 
able to accomplish on the Board· 
as a student? 
What contemporary issues are 
you aware of or particularly 
interested in? 
David Anton 
David Anton was provoked to 
run because of disollusionment 
and frustration. He feels that 
there is a strong pretense that 
students, faculty, and the 
administration equally run the 
College. He has found through . 
all the regular means that this is 
not so. When a controversial 
issue· arises, such as the disputes 
over Berrigan and SWAP, the 
final decisions are made by the 
Board of Trustees. The student 
on the Board. thus, is the only 
When asked if he feels he can that ,communication is the key 
accomplish something, Anton word. The Board should be able 
said that he is, "optimistic, to listen to the . views of the 
idealistic, but not naive .. " student member and respect 
Student input on the Board will those views. Bloom also 
not radically change anything. emphasized the importance of 
The student voice, however, extensive knowledge about 
must be strong and persuasive. A • College affairs.- Knowledge that 
voice he feels he can offer. he has acquired through 
Anton is concerned with partici'pation in various 
improvement of academics and committees. A student Trustee 
the rel!!tionship between the - must "be into" school and 
professional schools and the willing to -devote time and effort 
Liberal Arts School. A decision to the position. 
must be made concerning the Financial matters are of great 
two. If the Liberal Arts School is concern. He is presently on a 
to remain, it inust be improved. committee seeking outside 
He also mentioned interest in endowments. As far as 
the search for a new president. renovations are concerned, 
· He hopes that the new president B 1 o om thinks the air 
will be concerned in academic conditioning and carpeting 
quality and will be active in proposed for Friends Hall is a 
searching for outside monetary waste. The Facility Rental 
assistance. charge is Bloom's pet peeve. He 
Howard Bloom points out that students pay a 
tuition that includes I use of 
Concern in school betterment facilities and_ then the College' 
and student input is what charges for them again. 
compelled Howard (Howie) 
Bloom to seek the position of Andy Friedman 
Robert Schmizler 
My main concern and purpose is to make sore that the students _ 
concerned about a possible tuition increase will ~ave, through me, a 
strong advocate. I want to help the schc;,ol administration to find 
wll.ys to overt a substantial tuition increase, without affecting the 
academic .or SO!;ial quality of the school. There are some other things -
that l would like to see come about, dorm reno,ations among them, 
but my, main concem;.will be to prevent substantial tui~ion increases, 
not only for next year; but in future years. To be honest, I ~oubt 
'whether the student trustees have that much affect. I can't promise 
miracles, just hard work and a loud voice. 
As is now being m'ade quite apparent I, David Anton, and several 
other J.C. students are running for election to the LC. board of 
trustees. The reason that has made me decide that l should 
personally run are many, but the most basic is that the _student body 
needs a representative on the board of trustees that will express the 
students point of view in such a manner as to affect positively the 
boards policy making. 
Enhancing the academic community of I.C. is my basic goal. The 
standards of I.C. should be maintained; in fact, be raised. How is this 
to be done'? This is where student imput in crucial decisions 
concerning the future of I.C. is imperative, and to help pro~de th~t 
imput is why I'm running for _the board. I urge you to consider this 
an important election and vote, for any support. I thank you. 
J "'.:• .,. __ \._ ',:..:.• ~,,i.J.'', __ L\.·~~ ... -_.- •• 
·:"·-·";',•' 
."Our colleg~ needs stu!lent represef!latives W~O are not tainted." 
.. '· ,' ,· ,-:- . 
' 
Sa.rn· .Shm·ikler 
The position of sfude~t 'trustee· is uniq~e -in :fhe Ithaca -College 
Governance structure. It offers the oppurtunity to work in the.most 
effective ways to improve the q~ality of life -here on campus_. The 
position allows the representative to -work. without, the political 
pressure found in almost every other joti. The student elected to this 
job -niust· be someone· who has a demonstrated ability_·to .work. 
effectively. with tl!e other trustees, administration and especially. the 
. students. At ---this·., ._criti~al tirn'e, · our - c~ltege . .needs · student 
representative~ -W.n'~::~f.l;-~not. hinted by-t_heir•pe.rsorfal·'Or egqtistiCal 
political goals or_-wh'QS<' 7p,!5t a~tions -will ren.i"hfr, them·lame .on the 
b~ard of trustees.·.:· -.. "'.ia~_.,.,-,,c':-1 \'<. ·" . . · .'": ;· : _·.:<:.-_-:·, :- ·. · ._.-
I" 
:i, 
-... ··-.. 
'··:,,' ...... 
- ..... _· 
The 1th~im, J)~icember 5, 1914, Page 3 
. . . -
-t ::d· ---0··~ f -· . ·t .. rll--s' t·- e:e s- · 
- ------ --, . ·-- - . -
, ----
. ..,,-
A~dy -. ~ried~~ decided to_ be ·beneficial if- he was to· sit ..on "Rising tuition is. his main 
run for the. position of Student . the"Board. interest. He would like to assist 
Truste!l after being ·urged b_y- : Academic improvement is th~ Board of T_rustees in finding 
several . stt1_dents. _They. wanted,. , hig1i- .o'n Friedman's _ list of a . 1_11eans · to · hold down ~he 
the Student Trustee fo' be .:,.priorities .. Also he feels that tu1t10n. Though not too well 
someone who. ~as e~estly stu'dents .i.hould. have a greater, info~ed on campus ~ff~rs, 
co~cerned, net .pohtically · say in areas such as tenure ··for Jichm1zler w~ts_ an opportunity. 
mot~ated. · -- _ profes_s_grs. Concerned with to do something fo.r the school. 
Fnedman wants the student financial matters lie feels there · ·. . 
~ Ip.embers of th~ .Board·-to-haVe'a _ .should be a·' more - careful Sam Shmikler 
full. voice. ~e · plans to in v ~ s tiga tion of present -
~ntinually seek input from the _ .expenditures. Sam Shmikler's reason for 
students by setting up office running is that of concern. 
hours and by regular attendance _ . Disillusi_oned by the usual means. 
at various College meetings. , Robert Schmizler of student input, he sees the 
Friedman has spent much of · Board of Trustees as the most 
hi&. tjvo years at Ithaca ·College In -an interview over the· effective means of attempting to 
working with The Ithacan.1 He ·phone, Robert Schmizler readily· correct problems. His .. view of 
-feels that this is a tremendous admitted that his candidacy _Student Congress is somewhat 
asset to his future on the Board. began as 'a joke: However,- his cyn_ical due. to political 
He has' been able to e.stablish a in~erest turned the joke into a maneuvering he ;;ees within that 
rapport with the -administration. serious campaign.. He wants to body. 
f'.urther· he· has been able to become involved and . this . Shniikler expressed how 
examine· many of ,the problems p_osition would provide _ the important it was for any 
facing-' the College and --has means. representative to know himself 
constantly received -. feedback · In discussing the Board of \\'._ell. He has- confidence in his 
from _the students concerning Trustees Schmizler points out_ ability to articulate his own 
these ,l!tobl~.ms·. Having- that a sµident member woufd- ·vtews as 'well as other's views. 
pe~onally coritac.ted about a not have much· power in a Antagonism is. out if Shmikler is 
' dozen trustees, Friedman points controversial issue.--He feels that in. He wants to work with the 
out that they too feel that his stu~ents should have a loud and Board rather than play the 
expe~ence at The Ithacan wol;lld - effective voice. martyr. 
As -chairman of Community 
Heaith and Safety, Shmikler is 
concerned with campus safety. 
He also discussed financial· 
problems of the College. There is 
a need to seek outside 
endowments to try to keep the 
tuition level stable. Students 
cannot afford the continual 
tuition rise. 
Jane Tierney 
The only female seeking the 
position of Student Trustee is 
Jane Tierney. Ms. Tierney's )nain 
thrust is her interest. Sincerely 
convinced of the need of quality 
· student input, she feels she has 
the ability to ·provide it. Viewing 
the Board of Trustees 
realistically, she knows she 
cannot mah any drastic 
changes. However, her intentions 
as a member would be to ·relay 
student ideas. She would obtain 
student opinion by talking to 
individuals and attending 
Student Congress meetings. 
When asked of her opinion 
toward contemporary issues, Ms. 
Tierney spoke about renovations 
and the financial situation. She 
approved of dorm renovations 
but frowned on frivilous 
expenditures such. as the· Union 
Rock. Money can be spe'nt on 
more constructive things. As an 
example she mentioned the need 
to improve the water pressure in 
oRe of the towers. 
Come· and _ 
question 
In an _effort to allow the 
candidates running for the 
position of student 
representative to the Board of 
Trustees to express their views 
directly to the student body, a 
series of question and answer 
sessions will be held. 
These sessions will involve · 
formal and informal discussions 
and will take place in the 
Crossroads. The dates are 
Thursday December 5, Friday 
December· 6, and Monday 
December 9. The time for all 
three will be 11 A.M. to l P.M. 
A majority of the candidates 
will be on hand at all times and 
all interested students are invited 
to attend. 
Andy Friedman 
Funny, isn't it? 
,. 
' 
"I care .• _. Wo~'t you?" 
The·role ~f Stud~iitRepresentative to the lthac~·College.Board of 
Trustees is n_ot an easi(. one. As a full voting member of the- Board of 
Trustees, t~e studenb:ipfesentative will play a major role in deciding 
college- poli<:y. In 9rder- to do an effective job the student elected 
m11;st have gocid knowledge· M what is" going on at the school as well 
as its internal wor~gs. ln-.tlie:past lhave attended Student Congress 
meetings as well as some Co_mmunity · Council. Meetings. These are 
the two major policy_roak~g bodies oii·campus. I-feel that I have an 
"'-:::-excellent knowledge ·01 wbat'.is_ goirig··on-a~ Ithaca College and J hope 
to be able to serve. you~in the capacity of Studenf'Representative to 
the Bnard of Trustees-. _ _- - ·_,,, . ·· ·. _ - - · . · 
..:.. 
You may not know any of the_se people and here they are asking 
you to vote for one of them for the Student Board of Trustee 
member. 
Maybe you wouldn't care-even if you did know them - only about 
one fourth of the student body voted in last year's student 
govem~i;it election. 
I'm not about to give--anybod¥ a lecture on ·apathy. If you want 
to be apathetic, that's your business. !Jut I sare. About this school, 
the people in it and. the way it's run, or mis•run. _.,.. 
1 have--served on the Educational Policies Committee, am on the 
Student Congress Governance Committee, cin Terrace Council and 
serving as a judge in the Judicial Court and have worked with The 
Ithacan for the past l ½ years, The contacts I've .established and lines 
of communication I've opened with faculty, administration and 
students through The Ithacan has been and will be a great asset for 
receiving input from all facets of the ·college community. Members 
of The Board of Trustees agree - f took the time to personally 
contact about a dozen I members, President Phillips, the two faculty 
Board members and a recently retired Trustee. 
There isn't enougli space here to express all I want to. My phone 
number is x 787 or 277-3497, Please give me a call if you're 
interested: 1 have some ideas that could benefit the College and you. 
I care. And for two minutes ·next Tuesday - the time it'll take to 
vote - won't you? 
Jane-Tierney 
NO COiv.l\~ENT SUBMITTED 
,: 
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· around th~ campus 
FINANCIAL /\IDS 
Any New York State resident who has not applied _for. Schola 
Incentive'lT~ition Assistance Plan, should do so,- Applications ar 
available from 99 Washington Avenue, Albany, New York. 
All financial aid application and Parents Confidential Statement 
for 1975-76 are due in the Financial Aid Office by March 1, 1975. 
Please keep in mind that it may take 6-8 weeks to e,rocess the PCS i 
Princeton. 
POOL SCHEDULE 
Following is the proposed Christmas schedule for refinishing the 
indoor pool. . · . . . 
The work will commence on December 18 at which time we wil 
drain and clean the pool. On De:;ember 19 we will continue wit 
more preparatory work. · 
December 20 two coats of plastic marble marsite will be added. 
On the 21st the sealer coat will be applied and the pool will be left 
to dry and cure for the remainder of the Christmas week. 
We will start to refill the pool December 26. 
POETRY READING 
The Student-Faculty Open Poetry Reading previously ·;~heduled 
for Thursday, December 5 has been postponed to December 12_, 
Thursday, at 8: I 5 111 the crossroads. Brim magazine is sponsoring 
this reading and all interested are invited to an evening of poems 
and, hopefulty ,pwinc and cheese. 
EARN $100 BEFORE VACATION 
Have you submitted an idea to the Monetary Awards Co~mittee? 
If not, you still have time; the deadline is this Friday Dec. 6. The 
Committee plans to make a $100 award before Christmas, so rush to 
one of the "Idea" boxes (located in the Office of Safety and 
Security, Job Jlall; the Physical Plant Office, Rov.:land Hall; ~nd the 
first'floor of the Egbert Union) with your suggesti9n. Please include 
your name, campus address .ind phone number. · 
ENGLISH COLLOQUIUM 
Daniel Hanavan of the English Department will lead a 
colloquium on Friday Dec. 6 at 4 P.M. in the Board Room. Hi 
topic will be "Moral Sense' or 'Right Reason': An Attempt to 
Recover the Intrinsic Shaftesbury._" Members of the College 
community are invited td attend. 
INTRAMURAL NEWS ITE_MS 
I•' I 
..... 
' 
.. .., 
.AAUP ... ,' =. 
•. 
By Andy Gilbert Included in_ the motion was the Voting· On -The Question of 
chapter's· definition -of "faculty" Collective Bar~g" which is 
Plans are slowly being made which reads: "Full time faculty to .be,d,istrjJ>~taj. tor the f~c':1lty 
to organize .the Ithaca College whose primary appoint.ment is along- with the petition, 
chapter of the American --to teach". . . probably during the first week 
Association of·. University ' Much 'time was devoted _to· of next semester. 
Professors -(AAUP) into a the -possibility of including part- ' Quite timejy and relevant to 
collective bargaining agent. · time faculty in 'the petition, but the chapti:,r's .activities, two' 
According to chapter for practi~al -reasons, and in members of the executive 
president Ashur Baizer, · the order - to s~!rlplify ~~hings, the committee, Baizer and Dr. E. 
executive committee . has. met chapter decided to include full William Terwilliger will· be 
three or four times to discuss the time faculty only in· their attending · the semi-annual 
chapter as a bargaining· agent, petition. meeting of the state confetence 
but ''any step beyond discussion Since the November 1~th of the AAUP in New York City 
is a major step", so efforts are meeting, th ,e exe~uh_ve this Saturday, December 7.,The 
now being made to get feedbac;k committee met once ~gam with topic to be discussed at the 
from the other members of the the purpose of drawing up an conference will be: '.'AAUP and 
chapter. .,. ' '"Information Sheet ~o~ceming Collective Bargaining". 
Twenty chapter members Procedures for _Considenng and >t . 
attended a meeting held on N · d · tt · ha · g· ·es 
November 18. One of the topi~s - - 0 ram a lC. C n 
discussed at the meeting was if - . _ · 
the chapter·should organize, and ~ ' . -- . 'k £ 
ifso, who wo'uld they organize? forseen.· in wa· e 0 
Baiz er explained at this · . 
meeting e,cactly what woui<;I_ be 
involved should· the chapter 
choose to organize. Initially, he 
said, they would have to collect 
signatures of thirty percent of 
those involved in the 
organization. These signatures 
would make up a petition that 
wouW be sent to the Natio~al 
Labor Relations Board (NLRB) 
and would in turn result in 
holding an election to pick the 
local chapter as the official 
bargaining agent. 
A q1,1estionnaire distributeg 
recently amongst the . AAUP 
members revealed that the 
AAUP was favored over any 
other organized body as the 
agent. Baizer speculated that the 
result of this survey was due to 
the fact that the AAUP has more 
a c·ademic status than other 
grof1ps, and they ha~ 
representatives in Wa5hington 
football victories 
By Barbara Fox 
LC. has captured the Division 
Ill Lambert Cup in football 
breaking 60 records in a 
breath-taking 9-0 season. Along 
with this, the· school has 
captured a gpod deal of national 
recognition. Will all this fame 
and glory have - much of an 
impact ·on the school? 
also said that the spectacular job 
done by Coach Butterfield was a 
major factor in making the team 
so effective. 
Mr. F;rickson - does feel, 
however, that LC. would benefit 
indirectly from the . Bombers' 
achievements. Ithaca College has 
recently not only b\:en noted 
locally and regionally, but 
nationally as well, due -to the 
James Erickson, the J?irector-: team. This foot~all publicity, he 
of Sports Information, said, can --only serve to 
speculates that there will be no stre0:gthe~ th_e school _ by 
change in· policy- a~ a result of sparking this national attention. 
the recent success of the football 
that could assist 'with legal Semi-finals in volleyhall will he played Thursday Dec. 5 at 6 P.M. ' counseling. 
for the women\ intramural ·volleyball league. Teams competing for i Holdups in· the attempt' to 
team. Mr. Erickson does not 
forsee any-. ini:rease in grants 
made to the School of Health, 
Physical Education and_ 
Recreation. He also stated that 
there were no plans for 
recruiting players in the future 
in order to keep the standards of 
the team as high as they were 
this season. 
Mr. Erickson further stated 
that there is a possibility that 
good athletes will be attracted to 
I.C. to be a part· of such an 
enthusiastic, tightly knit team 
which was so successful this 
season, and that others might 
become interested after_ hearing 
a bout and investigating the 
school. 
first plac~ are the Untouchables, Ball Buster, Rotand Rompers, I • o"rganize came recently when the 
Funtastics, Nood Follies, Moonshinners and the Phi Kappa Bombe,rs. chapter found their - activities 
All volleyball fans are welcome to wa~ch. were seen as disruptive by the 
· Entries will he accepted now in the Intramural Office for college administration. Provost 
women's basketball intramural teams for next semester. Get your Da.rrow called Andrew 
teamtogethernow. Ez.erga1lis, _chapter 
JOB OPENINGS 
Applications are now' being accepted in thp Personnel Office for 
the following positions: Director of Audio Laboratory Center, Dept, 
of Foreign Languages, $6000/year; Part-time R.N., Health Center; 
_ Staff Accountant, Comptroller's office, Administrative level IV, 
salary negotiable; Circulation Assistant & Night Building Supervisor, 
Library, Grade I 0, part-time ($3.15/hour). To apply for any of th~ 
al,Qve jobs, please contact the Personnel Office, Ext. 3245, Job Hall. 
CO-REC INTRAMURALS 
finals 'for the co-rec intramural volleyball league for the fall 
semester were: B1g Macs, first place; Bongbreakers, second; and the 
Graduates. third. Entries for new teams or the old teams will be 
accepted in the Intramural Office now for next semester -
BAKESALE 
There will be a bake sale held by the Ithaca ·college lee Hockey 
Club for Women on Dec. 7 from 10 A.M. until 2 P.M. at. Westons. 
Anyone interested in cooking something for the event can call 
secretary-treasurer, and 
informed him that if the faculty 
made a move to organize, th,en 
college facilities such as mimeo 
machines, mailing rights, 
meeting rooms etc.," -would be 
denied them - the chapter would 
have to move off campus. 
The executive committee, 
questioning the legality of 
Darrow's threat, contacted two 
labor lawyers, requesting their 
professional opi~ions. One 
lawyer said that "perhaps 
Darrow was being loyal to the 
letter of the law, but he was 
violating it's spirit." Another 
said Darrow's threat was legal 
but unwise, for it caused tension 
between the administration and 
. the faculty. The chapter was 
advised to meet. with and discuss 
the J?roblem with the Provost. 
As it is now, the majority of 
the piayers on_ the team . come 
from the New York - ·area, 
according to · Mr. Erickson'. He-. 
believes that their combinatior 
of "skill, confidence, pure 
enthusiasm, and pride" made 
them . great this year and that. 
better players with more of a will 
to win would be hard to find. He 
Mr. Erickson considers the 
Lambert victory and the quality 
of the football team as ','just one 
portion of Ithaca Ccllege that 
has succeeded -extremely well," 
but that it would probably not 
cause any dramatic ·changes in 
I.C. policy or lifestyle in the 
immediate future. 
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. Robert L~ Don · Provost was 1icting on legal, Professor Peter van lnwagen o-f Syracuse University will read a ground, the AAUP had no claim 
paper c~tit!ed "Necessity and- the Ont_ologica1 Argument_"_ to the ' to facilities and the~ likewise 
members - ·or the Department of ~Philosophy_ a_nd Religion _ on could not c~l~ a meet mg ~f the 
Thursday Dec. 5 at 7:30 P.M, in the DeMotte Room of the Union. group spec1f1cally to discuss'. 
· ·collective bargainin_g, they could 
MATH COL~OQUIUM only bring it up at a •·general" 
meeting. -
Provost Darrow told Dr. 
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Staff: Frar,k · Benedict, Mike Whittemore, Steve Swattz, · 
Lynne Splitt9arber, Jer,ry Sm1th, Lisa Lasl<ow, Carolyn Hass, Professor Albert Tucher of Princeton University .will give a lect11re 
on the History of Mathematics on Dec. 5 in Friends 301· at ::! P.M. Baizer that if the AAUP took a 
positive step towards organizing 
the group, they would be 
making the first step in setting 
up an adversary · relationship 
with the administration. 
'Paul Vernon, Cindy Schwartz, Cathy Doyle, David Gr.ohma11, 
Sam Miigrim, Connie Albi110, DarrY Searle,_ Curt Westergatd, 
Ce,;J Karp, Pau_la Mascato)LS'nn Bryan, Andy GIibert" ,,/ 
SEASON OF SONG 
Any musical group that would like to participate in ··season of 
Song", a program of music and song to b~ held between now and 
Christmas at the Ithaca Commons, should contact Robert Pack at 
the I.thaca Y o'u th Bureau, 273-8364. · _ 
INTERN. PROGRAM 
There will be a meeting for all students inte'rested in participati~g 
in the · 1975 Washington Intern Program sponsore.d 'by the 
Department of Politics on Friday.Dec. 6 at~ P'.M. in Friends 203. -
. At the November 18th 
m e ·e t i n g , t h e · C h a p t e r 
unanimously. 9ecidca to. "go 
ahead and try to_ obtain the , 
signatures of 30% of the faculty 
in order to authorize holding an 
election for the local chapter ~o · 
become a barg~ning agerit". 
T11/11111can 11 •u .. it~d wNklY-dUrint tll• co11 .. .-·v!l9r, 
e,u:•11tl119- tlle Ullrd ..,, ..... in flO .. IIINr, tll• MCOINI Wflk Of 
_Oeccrp .. ,, tllc first .,WNli: lit Mardi and .the MCOntl -k Of 
Mai,-: 1ecO!llt :c111f PQI·,... NI• at ltllaai. · N- York. 
P.o,tm•t•r, · 11i.aae seii,c to,111 int to. •1111ne,,s Ma11a19,, lltl!' 
fthoi:an _ .•. :•~•1tt:' Dornl'.'a,\itllaca Col .... ; ltttaM, fl•• 
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ASIA HOUSE GALLERY 
Asia House Gallery: c()rner of Meadow and 
Route 13. 
Green Streets on 
· ·done on a Collegi.wide· basis, ·as · - · 
opposed ··to :. "lieing - done by g· rants· New Holiday Hours: ___ -By Mark Engstrom 
· indivj.dl!al schools or clj.visions 
Th-e All-College _ Faculty . . · C~ncemlrig"theJor~at ;to be 
Council, passed _'a ~otion _ us~d .m.~~-puJ?licati~n, 1t_~as 
Tuesday. njgh(- directing -:Qi,e . _ge!lerally _fe~t..by -~~se ~tte~di~g 
Administration to p~p.ar~. data.·_ the..:. Cou1_1cil ~eet~g. that __ 1t 
conc~mingJaculty_ salaries, 'Slld a _s~ouf d. be . kept · ~ .-:SJ:nlple as. 
pos_sjble format for,p~blishing the . possible. One sugges_tion was. 
data, This information is to be that ~nly thre.e. 1te~s ,. of 
·brought before the cou·ncil at a· · info.~tion · be· pu~~ned in 
_ special January· meeting · for· ~dd1tion. to the sat:mes, Such 
discussfon, and their approval or 10format1an ~ou!d.,mcl~de the 
disapprov.al. . rank of' tb,e mdiVIdual f~ulty 
Counc_il - members ~ecided · member; th~ -~'umber of. years o-f 
that the most ·efficient manner service they have - at Ithaca 
o_f _det~g whether 'to .·college, and a yes or no answer 
publish salanes would be for indicating !,'hether _ they hel!l -a 
them to- make t)te decision as -a ·: Phd. . _ -
repres~.ntative ~ body- a_fter The poll displayed-, strong 
consulting -their ··,constituencies. sentiments for publishing the 
A me~o is_going to be sent to all salaries. of administrators if -those 
faculty me~bers in(onning-them , of the faculty are published. 
of this procedll!e. . . ' Since faculty members are, for 
. Results· -of ·a recent poll - the .most part, on a nine-month 
- in!licate that the in~jority of the contract, and administrators are 
faculty are in. favor of salary on a twelve · month one, the 
publication, provi"ded that it be twelve month contracts.. will be 
done without Jdentifying any · published in -nine month 
individual salary recipient .. The. equivalent terms. 
poll also shows a <;lesire by the -
faculty to h~\'.e' any publication 
A. 
B. 
C. 
B..esults of-t!!,e Faculty Poll _ ~ 
, 
How should policy on this issue, be established? 
1. On acollege'Wide-basis 143.,_ 
By each. school or division 32 
Blank --~-
2. Should each school or divison have the right to decide 
even if the decision is aot made . .t.o publish for th_e College? 
Yes 94 --
No 75 -
- Blank 11 
3. What should -be required for de~ision? 
· Simple Majority· · . 60 
·Extraordinary MaJority(2/3.) 62 
Virtually unanimous 4 7 
Other or blank 1 -I 
_ P.91ic; optio~s:Preferred.,Acceptab!e,Un~cceptable·, ~lank .' 
Publish, identifying individuals _ 5 l' 32 '90 7 
Publish, not identifying individuals S 1 66 60-- 8 
Publish aggregate data only· 33 52 · 81 14 
Publish no salary information 33 25 ·106 16 
-- , . . I 
If faculty salaries are published-,-should administrator's _ -
salaries be also? 
-Yes 161 
No 12 
Blank 7 
No. of ballots distributed . 285 {full time faculty) 
No. of ballots returned .. : . 180 
New club to· 
By D. Bear .G_!phman 
Tuesday. Saturday 10:00 A.M. • 6:00 P.M. 
Sunday 1 :00 P.M. • 5:00 P.M. 
Permanent rotating von Reinhold-J atnesson family collection 
Th t. · his. · from Historic Fairview Manor: Rare Oriental tapestries, Chinese e con muance t year of . . -
th Itha c ll f Jacquer.·fum1ture, Tibetan and Korean· broazes. 
f \ 1ty., ca 
O hege prograh mb or Gallery I-II: A new gift sale collection of Indian miniatures, 
ac redsearbc -grthants Pras een paintings brassware wall -hangings, textiles, and exotic carvings. 
announce y e ovost's , - ' . ' . · 1ry f I d" T'b t d Offi : Remarkable collection of ethnic Jewe rom n 1a, 1 e , an 
ce. , N al 
ep . . . 
_ , Gallery III: Chinese porcelains, crafts, antique furruture, and 
1:he. faculty . grants are. ivory carvirigs, Asian musical instruments: gongs and bells. 
_designed to .. stimulate ..-the Gallery IV: Silks exotic masks, Pacific and Southeast Asian wood 
professional development of the . I d . , textiles 
. fi Id . hi h th carvings, n onesian . . . 
fac~ty m. ie s m. w c_ ey Gallery v: Handcrafted classic ethnic dolls of Asia. 
are interested or ~hich they. fe~l : . Gallery VI: Rare Oriental rugs from ten major Asian Regions. 
-they ~ay benefit m. The exhibit will be open until December 31. 
The awlicants must express 
COUNTYVOLUNTEER NEEDS 
an interest in research and Alternate Junior High School Needs: A volunteer Latin tutor to 
outline their intended material work for one hour, twice a week, and preferably in the afternoons 
in their application. The grants on school days 'during school hours. 
are for the purchase of materials, Ithaca High School Needs: 2 Biology tutors at varied times during 
travel, and a secretary and school hours; I Spanish speaking volunteer to work with an 
assistants if necessary. They do exchange student of typing and shorthand who needs help with 
not include living expenses. All English, from_lO to 11 A.M.-on any school day. 
the equipment used becomes the . . _ 
property of Ithaca College when . ~~k Hill ~anor Nursmg Home Needs: Volunteers to: visit with 
research is' completed. tndiVJdual res!dents and play cards, read to, help write letters, etc.;_ 
wheel shopping cart through building for . the convenience of 
P t F k D h bed-ridden residents; assist with group recreational threapy rovos ran arrow, as. rogr s· -.d - h rt · 1 I'd T' said. he will entertain teachin~ P am ' prov1 e s . o mus1ca or s I e programs .. imes and days 
method - research and related can be any late morrun~, ~~te afternoon or early evening. 
k 11 th Y th Greater Ithaca ActiVJhes Center Needs: A volunteer to teach wor as we as e man o er l'b kill h ' · 
- , 1 rary s s to yout and to arrange a library; A volunteer to assist 
fii,lds, to --stimulate the teacher in woodworking class. The first at any time and day, and the 
professional aspects of the second Tues., Wed., or Thurs., 3 to 5 P.M. 
school; 4-H Needs: Volunteers to teach crafts to in-city youth on Sat: 
morn!!!BS- Skills might be woodworking, electronics, macrame or 
D 
- t b t 15 · t tie-dyeing, and workshops are scheduled for 5 week blocks beginning arrow exp_ec s .a ou . o Dec. 7. ,-- '- - _ 
20 applications and will· Please call I.C. Community Service, 274-3304 Mon thru Wed 
probably_ awa~d about too.- The. IO A.M. to I P.M., or VAC, 272-9411, Mon. thru' Sat.,'9 A.M. to'{ 
~grants
1 
wilh ! drandge dfrlolm onse to P.M., for an appointment to any voluntary activity. -
severa un re o ars. even 
giants were awarded last year. 
The applications will be 
coordinated by program faculty 
but a larger faculty committee 
will consider the actual granting 
of a~ards, at1d set completion 
dates. 
Applications are due 
February 1 s-; 1975, and awards 
will be announced March 15. 
Det,ailed. information- and 
application forms for grants are 
available from Harold Emery, 
Ext. 3229. 
~op·en 
STOREFRONT SERIES 
On Tuesday December 17th Storefront will present the second in 
a series of infonnal discussions concerning alternative life styles. The 
speakers wi1l be representatives of the-Source from Washington D.C. 
They publish national catalogues .in.specific,areas like media and 
housing which serve as yellow-pages for concerned citizens. The 
discussion will be at 8 P.M. in the parlor of the Unitarian Church, 
Buffalo and Aurora St. All are welcome. 
ctr~und the campus 
MEDITATION COURSE 
The meditation course "Samadhi" .. offered by the free university 
here at l.C. was cancelled on Saturday, November 16th due to the 
freak snow storm in Buffalo N. Y. The twenty-six inches which 
accumulated within twenty-four hours prevented Dr. Hemchandra 
Pandit from hQlding the seminar on the techniques of meditation. 
Dr. Pandit commutes from Buffalo every Saturday to teach the 
course. 
The workshop will be held this Saturday, December 7th at 12:00 
. ., in the crossroads as usual. Because of the unpreventable cancellation, -
Tuesday nights will feature _Dr. Pandit will be holding 4 hqur sessions on the two remaining 
jazz, and Wednesday nights, 'Saturdays of this semester, Dec. 7th and Dec. 14th. The ~ou_i:s_e is 
rhy:thmn · and blues. This still- open to all interested /n the I.C. community, and the fee 
Wednesd;iy 'Gladys K~_ight and remains at $25. 
_the 'Pips will be·featured. 
FRIENl>S HALL RENOVATION 
,r, 
;"- ,. 
editori·al··· ·TIJi,Sdilfd'-tlddle-
,, 
.,,.,, . 
"Pardon me, sir, but I'm taking a conse_nsus of public opinion, 
and I'd like to know what you.r idea of a real Christmas is." 
"Certainly, certainly. My.idea of a real Christmas is sitting_ around 
a roaring fire at home, singing carols, being happy and shanng love 
instead of presents. It is a time of peace, forgiveness; brotherhood, 
understan - ooof! Watch where you're going, you lousy little ... what 
were you saying? . · 
"Do you think Christmas has changed over the - " 
"Nah." .· 
"You didn't let me finish the question." 
"Don't interrupt. Christmas hasn't changed over the years. Why, 
even at the first Christmas, those three kings brought ~i~tering, 
expensive gifts! And to a kid yet! People were starving back then, 
arid here these grown-ups are- bringing gold and jewels and exotic 
foods to a baby! And isn't it the same today?" 
"Wliat I meant was - " . 
"Hey, watch out, you .. blasted - is that twerp yours, lady? You 
ought to keep that brat under lock and key! Yeah? Well, double to 
you you bargain-basement-ooops! Oh, good. You caught it. It's a 
watch ... for my wife." 
"Er ... yes. Sir, how can -you possibly say Christmas is a time for • 
giving love instead of presents when you have enough wrapped gifts 
there to compete with Macy's store windows?" · 
"The image, my good man. The:. •image changed by our standards 
of living: It's the clause in the contract of human natur~! People are 
, greedy - ~ey.,w.on't settle for-love, man! Not when they ~an get toys~ 
or a,pants. swt or, a dozen of the lateiit albums. On the outside, most· 
people are greedy and many are pr,etty mean. But on the inside, just 
about eyeryone's got. a heart of gold ... and .they won't settle-·for 
anything less than 24 karat, either, m'boy!", 
"B t h ?" . U ... W y. 
0 
• I , 
"Near as I can tell, it had to come.about with progress.· If people 
weren~t greedy at Christm_as-time, think of all the hundreds. of 
;thousands of.,.people that'd· be out of their jobs, in toy factories, gift 
stores and the like. Besides, think of the alternative! Can you 
imagine a world where everyone tries to emulate Sir: WaJ\er Raleigh -
being overly sweet,· kind,. generous, unself1Sh, courteous and 
c6nsiderate - ugh! ·What a fag he was! The whole world would be ·one 
huge Boy Scout troop!" · 
.. How dq you celebrate .Christmas', sir?" 
"Me? I give presents, Loads and loads of presents!" 
"B-but what about the. giving of your love?". 
"Stow it, man! That' went out with Fred Astaire and 'Ginger 
Roger movies." - . 
"Hmm. Well, thank you for your'opinions. May I ·quote you?" 
"Certainly, certainly." '. 
"Your name, please." 
"Kringle, Christopher Kringle". ~ . 
From somewhere down inside us, though w.e hope not too far 
down, a very merry1 Christmas to all, but especially an unglittering, 
untinsel-ly one, to Sir Walter Raleigh. _ 
Power to, tl,e student 
Next Tuesday the students of Ithaca College will have the 
opportunity to elect the candidate _they feel is best qualified to sit as 
a student representative on the Board of Trustees. A unique feature 
about this election, however, is the fact that the candidate who is 
popularly elected by the students may not nece~arily win the actual 
election. 
through . with ·the implied · spirit of the referendum and elect the 
candidate ·of the student' body's chosing. · Failure to respect the. 
student's wishes could only result in a severe loss of credibility for 
the Congress .. Such a situation would destroy any viability Congress 
has as a representative body. Having gone through the trouble of 
organizing a student community election; it can only be hoped that 
it will not be a wasted effort, and tnat th'e student's sentiments will An article in the conslitution of Student Congress stipulates that 
any student representative to the Board must be elected by 
Congress. In the interest of being a truely representative body 
Congress passed a motion Tuesday night, calling for a referendum 
that would enable students to vote in what amounts to a preliminary 
ei'ection to fill the student Board position. Whether Congress will 
then finalize the students decision in their own election is yet to be 
seen, as no final decision was ever. made to the effect that Congress 
must elect the candidate receiving the most popular votes from the 
be headed. · ,, · · -
Perhaps the time .. has come when it would be wise for the 
Congress to pause f~r a moment of reflection,. and reevaluate their . 
constitution, again. Th,e present f~rmat of electing student Board 
representatives would be a good place to initiate change. By giving 
th€ student body as a whole. the right to participate in final elections 
of this 11at.ure·could generate a greater amount of..studcnt concern in 
campus affairs. Human nature dictates 'that _,People take a greater. 
interest in their destinies when they have some sense of control over student body. · 
their fate. .--If Congress is truely a representative body, they will follow 
-, letters ::J 
To the E_ditor: 
for using the dining halls for 
dances, and the other facilities 
on campus when there is an 
admission charge. 
This year, the Weekend 
Activities Committee is trying to 
In your artkk on the Swap program many diverse types of 
program, you falsely tied me, - entertainment ranging from Mini 
and the ICTV News Dept. to Concerts to memory experts. I 
~ media reports. That would estimate that this year, 
is simply not true. It is hard for the Weekend Activities will pay 
us t0 comprehend how you $ I 000.00 in, rental charges to 
could. after interviewing me, the College. This $100.00 will 
represent that we haJ ·come out of our limited budget. 
distributed ~ news. 1 With this money, we would be 
strongly recommend that in the able to provide more activities of 
future, you ask more questions higher · quality for the Ithaca 
before prjnting. College community: I feel that 
We retract our position : this policy is highly unjust and 
regarding the radio station. We at this time, I urge for the 
recogniz·e that we overstepped abolishment-of this policy which 
our bounds in passingjudgement~ works against the Weekend 
on another media. Activities Committee and the 
·Student Activities Board of 
'Charles Kavett, ICTV News Ithaca College. 
members, and students): the 
correct spelling is 
con-Sen-sus. 
This word, by the way, is 
strong enough to stand by itself, 
without ·a modifying adjective. 
Phrases like "the general 
consensus" are as silly as "refer 
back to" or "the reason is 
because". 
I might also note that the 
distinction betwe~n it's and its is 
really quite simple. Use it's for 
"it is"; in all other cases, use its. 
John B. Harcourt 
English Department 
To the Editor: 
"Mail early .and breathe easy. 
with Christmas Seals" is the- ' 
message f ram your mailman and 
your Christmas Seal Association. 
The "ma~l early" part is the 
U.S. Postal Service's seasonal 
appeal to the pubtic to help 
lighten .the·· extra hea,ry load of 
President of the American ~ung mail range from right now to 
Association of Central New· dates in early and middle 
York, said the 1974 'Christmas Decem,ber,_ d·epending 
Seals have been mailed to - "l3y following this advice, 
thousands of homes, business you'll help . everyone breathe 
and organizations in this area for . easier/ Dr. Ryan said, "not just· 
use on gift packages, holiday yourself and the mailman._If you 
cards and letters of all kinds. haven't received your Christmas 
The Postal Service has Seals yet, write to the American 
announced that the deadline for Lung Association, P.O. ~ox 4, 
regular par.eels in the 48 Syracuse, N. Y. 1320) or 
mainland states is December 10, telephone them. at 422-6142. 
and for regular letter mail Remember, "It's a matter of 
December 15, to assure ample life ... and breath." 
time- for reaching the· address~e 
before Christmas. The airmail 
deadline. for both is December 
21. Deadlines for international 
\ Mrs. John T. M~Guire 
, Director of Commlir.:ity 
· · \ , Or~a~1ation 
.I Howard Bloom greeting cards and gift packages 
Chairman of ~AB-WAC that beset the mail handlers and · " 
letter carriers as the. holidays ; 
· 'TALI{- Tc 
5.ANT4 
To the Editor: 
draw closer: 
The "breathe easy" -part _ii 
you Lung Association's way of 
.telling you that .if you do mai .. "-~--~'- . 
Activ.ities Board's Weekend , you'll not only ease the burden :_ -
Activities Committee, it is my Please pass the word along l-to on yourself ;md the post-office,· :· ·; · 
job to provide activities on. tire Secretary 6f the Board of · but_. you'll.:_ be hetpii:ig- millions . , ., . · "' · · , : /--.;. __ . 
,• 
'I 
As Chairman of the Student To the Editor: early and- use Christmas Seals. ~ 
campus. I am writing this letter : Trustees, to' the editor of af.flicted by · lung. disease to · · , .-. . · .' .""· · · ... · -:· ~- · ·. ,:~· '·, . ·; · ·' 
to protest the room rental lntraCollege, to your·own staff,··· ·~brellth~~asier:~.-~ c,;.,\.:, _.. - . ·- :· ·'..- . ·: · -- ... ;.:.-.· ... .. _,,,., .... ,, .... ,.·.,.._.,,. ', -1-: .. , .. ·:.:!_~ /-,·_>:_r.·;:'.::·L~.-.··,',, 
ch~ tha~ .. l ,am ~~ed' t_o .. pay ~d to ,aU,admi~~~~ajty-~ . -~W.iiiiam : ·1 •. '-ltyan, .M.D.,,.'. ..~ /·,~ _··, ·. <·:,., ~t.-~;:·;· .;~, ,,';\'.~:P~,~*\,<'.~~:::;.;:;;:;,,0; ... · .~ .\'e:'! ·)S< -~, :• ., - : .. 
- · •• ~ --~~·-, .. -~ .. ~~ .... • .· i , ._. . ·:.: : ... _: }3~~j~>ii <j::;~: ...... :;::J·L:,:.;·.:.-~:;~~-;-lii:iilii~r~~/i .~ ·;J,~:is~~-~if~::~i:;r 
.. 
r 
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THIS MAN CHRIST 
\ By Jerry Smith 
' . 
The time· of hustle, .~ustle and maµ tustle are onct--.again just 
around the corner. The. Christmas ti111e sp~ee has already seeded 
itself tltroughout the land and mankind is' giving in to that 
mysterious thing known as the "Christmas I Spirit.,, So often during 
~ _time o( year the great issue of .~the truejmeaning of Christmas;" 
IS pondered over and discussed. The word Christmas, when· broken 
up (Christ-m~), does say something to the effect of what we are 
celebrating. · -~ Jesus Christ, the savior and son of God, lived almost two 
th~usand -years a_go. He came to el¢h to save mjlJllcind _and freely 
give him a. solid ·spiritual reality of God the Fathet and his kingdom. -
· He came so that man could have life more abundantly by following 
~!1 ~pplying the teachings that he taught his fir.;t century disciples. 
Within these tense, troubled_ tiJn~s .,.vhere men are. beginning to 
wonder if anything is sacred, people are slowly 6pening'11p to the 
realit}'. of the Christian faith, and the new life it has to offer. ·· 
Who was Jesus Christ?'What did. he do and live for? As a brief 
. answer, I quote from an anonymous story. , 
' 
a carpenter shop until he was thirty, and then for three years he was 
an itinerant preacher. He never wrote a book, he never held an 
office, he never had a family, he never owned a home, and he never 
went to college. Never did he put his foot inside a big city, nor ever 
traveled two hundred miles from the place where he was born. He 
never did one of the things that usually accompany greatness. He 
had no credentials but himself. He had nothing to do with this world 
except the naked power of his divine manhood. 
While still a young rrian, the tide of popular opinion turned 
against him. His friends ran away, one of them denying him. He was 
turned over to his enemies,-and went through the mockery of a trial.. 
·He was nailed to a cross betwen· two thieves. His, executioners 
gambled for the only piece of property he bad on earth while he was 
dying, and that was his coat. When he was dead, he was taken down 
· an!l,laid in a borrowed grave through the pity of a friend. 
Nineteen wide centuries have come and gone, and today he is the 
centerpiece of the human race, and the leader of the column of 
progress. I am far within the mark when I say that all the armies that 
ever marche<l, and all the navies that were ever built, and- all the 
. parliaments that ever sat, and all the kings that ever reigned put 
,. tpgether have not affected the li(e of man upon this earth as 
powerfully as has that one solitary life." 
"Here is a man who was born in an obscure village. The child of a· 
peasant woman, he grew up in another obscure village. He worked in __ 
~comme~~~ A MISUNDERSTANDING 
By Stephen G. Kole 
What is amb'isexuality? Essentially, it is the human capacity to be 
drawn tcr-and/or,relate_ with sexually, either directly or indirectly, 
with. anyone,. and/or anything, regardless of physiological -
incongruence. . . 
The anibisexual ·person is severely misunderstood by our society 
because he does not conform fo current social norms. But, normalcy 
is a farce. More and more, recent psy"chological journals contain 
articles which continue to suggest that normalcy is a very personal 
phenomenon, and not some cumulative fu"nction of society. Even " 
though social norms are taken seriously, it soon becom!!s apparent 
that these norms are in fact non-universal. Our entire Western 
culture, for instance, would be completely absurd to an Aborigine. It 
is also true that our .culture is a composite of sub-cultures of various 
ethnic groups. Within these groups there are the "microcosms" of 
ethnic mannerisms of ethnic "normalcy" - particular to the group, 
but perhaps misunderstood by the outsider. Ultimately, though, it is 
the individual who must determine what is "normal", and what is 
normal for himself. Each person'is his own epitome ofnormalcy.-If 
- ·we were all one kind of human beiIJ&, with id~ntical moral ~ ethical 
· convictii:>ns, if we• all had the same 'taste in food and music, it would 
be· a different world to .. be sure. Since we are intrinsically different 
beings from one another, we must not attempt to categorize each 
other: it is hypocritical to do so. 
Unfortunately, sexual normalcy is still a highly debatable topic. 
Sexuality. is a very sensitive subject because it is extremely, central 
and private to most o'f us. It involves physio-psycho).ogical identity 
as well as the· consequences of social interactiori> Social codes 
governing sexuality are generally convoluted because of societal 
"fear of the unknown". The "irrational" aspects of human- behavior, 
such as sexuality, have always been draped in mystery and obscured 
by Qjissful ignora~ce. It is about time that we- put sexuality into · 
some sort of reasonab)e perspective. Sex is just another facet of 
human existence. '·· . 
NEW .. 1-"'l"COMPLETE" REGULATIONS 
The grade of Incomplete is to be granted only '°Under special 
circumstances:· __ The student must -obtain an Incomplete Request 
Form. from. the Deans's Office, School of "Humanities and Sciences 
Muller 206, an_d complete it in conjunction with the professor of th~ 
course.NO GRADE OF INCOMPLETE WILL BE GIVEN WITHOUT 
THE COMPLETED FORM. . , 
> 
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. There is increased evidence to support the following: I )we are 
not absolute sexuals, either hetero- or homo·; we are by nature 
bisexual, with a preference for either on~ sex or the other, 
.sometimes with ·equal preference. 2)W.e are born without sexual 
preference; sexual bias is almost entirely dependant upon one's own 
environment. 3)Hormones have virtually nothing to do with sexual 
bias. 
My contention is that we arc all latent ambisexuals. If we are 
born without sexual preference and yet there is an _innate sexual 
drive within us, is it difficult to believe that a person could respond 
sexually to any number and range of stimuli? Sexuality is channeled 
by the child's parents and the society around him_ Eventually, the 
child's sexual feelings are. focused to a convenient social standard. 
Subconsciously he is taught to repress "abnormal" sexual feelings. 
What is standard? There is no such thing. Very few of us would 
admit to being fetishists, even though we are. Some of us are turned 
on (upon observation) by certain parts of the body _more than 
others. We might like certain kinds of clothing more than others. 
0 Some people like navels, some like armpits, some like earlobes, and 
so forth. This is all a matter of personal taste and no one can argue 
taste. Try to change someone's mind about"religion, a kind of music, 
or a kind of ice cream - it probably won't work. The same applies to 
what is and what isn't erotic. An abstract painting may contain lines 
which someone may think of as erotic. Someone else may not find 
anything erotic at all about the same painting. Again, the idea of 
personal taste cannot be argued. 
The purpose of this-article is not to condone ambisexuality_r but 
to aknowledge its existence. To do this, I have attempted to define 
sexuality in terms of how broad and far reaching a phenomenon it is, 
not what it should be according, to some provinciaLi:nunicipal code! 
In essence, then, I believe that sexuality is a human capacity which 
peqneates all areas of human endeavor, that it is a homogeneous 
blend of the various elements of human existence. Like the 
emotions, sexuality has long been considered irrational, hard to 
control, and sometimes dangerous. For those reasons and others, we 
must strive to learn more about each other. That's progress. 
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Director Ccimeo 
Ted Enik~it~N.;'. 'N~wto:, ... ~r 
By Cathy Lynch 
"Once Upon a Mattress" is 
slated to hit the Ith~ca College 
-- boards December 10-I4. 
Although a major production, 
under the full auspices of the 
Drama department, it is a 
student~produced show, 
sponsored by the drama 
fraternity, TAP. The director, 
senior Ted Enik, majoring in 
Acting-__Directing, is no 
newcomer to his job. In the past, 
he has directed various student 
productions~ "The Boys in the -
Band''. and "Funeral Games" on 
campus, and this summer served 
as one of the dire::tors at a 
theatre in V ~rmont, adding "The 
Roar of the Greascpamt" and 
"Gypsy" to his directorial 
credits. In addition, he ran a 
mime class in Vermont and 
taught " mime _workshop · for 
credit here al LC in conjunction 
with a fdln ,v student and Vergui . 
Cornea, a dan..:e instrw.:tor in the 
drama department. 
There is a great deal of mime 
incorporated in "Matt~ess". "lt"s 
not purely _ _pantomime," Enik 
explains, "it's more like just 
doing things with the body, 
being aware of how things_look • 
visual mannerisms." Thcrole of 
the King, a la Harpo Marx, is 
done entirely in pantomime. 
Enik chose - the musical 
comedy because "it's not reality, 
but it's not a fantasy." He 
c I a ri fies that statement by' 
adding, "it's a fairy tale done 
' .. , - -· -~ ·. ,_:. -
with p~ople Y,OU kriow; we-took stating. "I love ·.:the round .. it 
the USU al he_f0 and heroine' and,., .. giV~S me a I Chance to give the '~as the nfght bef Ore /inalS, When (ll/ flll'Q.Ugh the Cllmp_US 
: · · ---- :.:-.:..~ .. - '. ·__ ··actors moreto·do_beca~se'they _No~·aiiu4e11~wcisstu_dyi~g,:not_eveniJte}rosh, ...... - - - ·· 
have. fo be a,v"are of a11 · that's · 11ie l/ottles. wer.e-lined up with delicate zeal ·. -
.:. going.on llJ'OUlld fhemJ•:. _/n hOP.eS::th~t i1i"°d_ue;time~othing they_ wpidd feel;-· - . 
;·._- -.· _Cl e·arly ·· e rijo_yi:n-g-· t-Ms --The-studentHver:iriiwdy·allv.ver the t"'owfr ·, . .- - ··-· · . 
·:_: . prod1:1ction;- Enik says; "I prefer·· W~ile· vis1o'ns_:if grailUJZting danced·upsidt.fiowh; ~ .> 
0
.~ • directing to ·acting,!' and that lie; With-Q.'A. in the bathroom and-I-on the .t:ol· - · .. ·. · . -
.:- wants· to ~go on · with it~ .- We--both called ou't-for-'tinother brar,dji-'shot;<" : -.. -
·, "Directing 'wm be my focus in r ~hen Ollt_ in the qUJZd ihere_ arose)lf;Ch a. c_ltimor, - . 
·' graduate school." _ _/ rose from _the cot stepping.on a i:Jdmri. liammer :·, - · 
. Meanwhile, "Ma_ttr~" .has·.-.-.. Away to'fhe· window I pran~ecf like_.a,·mare, . , - -~, .. 
been · rehearsing since October Tore open lht--shutters ainf~hrew up· my ·beer. 
- · .. 20. It was necessary ·to start The moon up above _was bright and beguiling . - .. 
: ,··ea r I y be Cause of the Giving plenty of light- to the"str_angers'.who were smiling~ 
·. ThanRsgiving. break. The ·show When, what should~my blurrled'eyes to··me c;arer;· . . · 
-d~ws· its story line from that old But a tiny helicopter and-~ight a"ministfertors,-
--... favorite, "The Princess and the Wifh ,ti lo_ng and lea~ flyer,; he holding a ~-ill up, 
- made them a couple from New Pea", how·ever Enik informs us / knew in a flssh it was go·od cile·St . .f?!iillips: · 
Jers~y." Stipulating wl).at he__ t~at it's not really_from.:the fairy !t[ore rapid _than trustee~.:lzts cursers ihey_ ~ame, _ 
wanted from his technicarcrew, tale but,. "taking thee.plot .and-· 1,nd he w~1stled, a~d Jho~ted,:~nq !¾'lled'lh~_m·by,name: 
Enik reports that they have doing a nice job~of t'\\'isting it. . , Now .F~nnella! .now, Perialas!-now, D_arrow and·McCord! 
come up with a "Victorian toy . It's not 1( children's show, e\'en 0,,, Withiam! on, Scoones! on, Runyan'a1t4 Lord! · · 
box" in an effort to stay away though the kids -'will enjoy it. To the top of t'/ietowersl to the~tOP with·:you bo}'sl. --
from ·cheap glitter. "It's· faded And it isn't like the· show -that Now dash away! dash away! dash away all the noise{" 
corduroy with a lot of was televised last_.year." There ·souptothetowersthecur,ersthey.:flew, · __ ., , 
woodgrain, avoiding bright are a great deal of visqa.l"jokes, With ·a hell of a, copter and St. f!Jillips,. tao.· . 
colors, and open-space.staging," and words <!re played with. "The And then, in a twinkling,·[ heard Qn the roo't 
he says, -pleased with the result. music is· really nice," says the -The prancing and pawing of each lTttte hoof. 
Such a· look will hopefully ·director, "almost period music As I drew !·n my-k°nees, and prayed for the parson, 
project more of what he wants. from the mid-50's - night clttb · Down the chimney _came a guy looking like Carson. _ 
"\ have a hard time staying rhythms." He was d~essed pretty sharp, from ·f,is· head to his foot, 
away from, being a puppeteer Enik cut the chorus into With ashes and dirt covering his brai1d new 'grey suit; 
d ircc tor, because I'm very thirds and iw.ve them all He was skinny and tall,.his hair tinted.a bit gray, . -
specif\c," Enik goes on to say. characters and also added sorne . - And l laugh_ed when I saw him: nothing mol'e di~l say~ 
"My system is to give the cast sorcerer's apprentices in order to But he spoke his piece, with a-sly 'little smirk,::_ : . 
blocking and have them add on - put in more visual jokes .... A lot And told aU-of,.us kids "to gddown t_o work;- · 
I give them the skeleton, so to happens in this show." (Rick College-is not to be taken light-headedly', all kidding aside, 
speak." "Mattress" is being done Bloom is serving as te.chnical And that's th_e last'thing he said,_--trying·to instill in~ pride; 
in the round jn the Arena director, Margaret Jennings as And laymg his finger to the side of hii nose ·· · 
Theatre. Enik has dire~ted one. sc·enerey designer, Eden Alongwith·thesmoke,"up_the_.chimnejfhero_se; 
other show for su<;h a set-up and Tamboulian as.costume mistress, Then he jumped to his hellicppter,;giving his ·nien tW!J big_)Yinks, 
prefers it to a pro"scenium stage, Craig. Saeger is handling lights, ..1 Wondering alralong why _that. cigar!!lt~ rmoke -stinks: . -
antl' Ronnie Glasberg and Joni But I heard him ex/aim, as h'e stopped.pn the grass, 
Ted Enik·.· 
Happy Holidays 
-from 
· Fri~z are ·directing the "A ldusy Christmas to all; all whoi{phoned-lny gas!" 
chor~oiµ-~phy. . . . ·t~- -. - . . 
In a'dditiOn . to the :evening · ~ . :-. -~ ·. · :.! ::... '-: :· · : ~· .... ·- ·_: ~ - • ~· _ ·: 
perfor~anc~s. t~ere is a ~atiriee_-:,--:Lenni11 ~ r~·m· ,1:··n:· ;~--:/·: -:,-.,0· .• --:-}· ·/ .. ,---in~,-$a.tu_rday. afte_moon at 2:90.; J J "" · . ._ ;: ·l,_1_ :-:": . -~~,-;• ~, 
··.Tick~_!,s._ar~ _$j~-:f<w_1~e·-rc -. - . · _ --:·_:·~·:···-.:.:~::>:~~c;_,-,-;·~ji(~:-~;~}-· 
community, $2 for the ·public.· · ·,-- .... :i--~·-,·~_-:-.'.t'~ .,--:~:··,t:-~ .-;__:.::i] :--· 
So _9ro?. .the b_O.~~s:an4:g?!·3:way The - Cornell University.· interes~if.lg )~e~~~:Jl;_~{:~~e. 
·from: it· all. m - a medieval community. and movie-goers. first- f"tlm··Fosse·hasi.dorte:smce 
<·k·ing_d-om. Get in· -some from_ nearby_colleges-will·have 197~,.:.~h~·-:-;Y:_~ar.'~-_-he~-~~_ept 
enjoyment ·before ffoal.s. and the unusual .opportunity of Amerfoa'.s:·:'·mofr:.. -~rt'Sti~otis-
_. __ head for ·~once ·l!pon a seeing· ·,he new motion picture· Direc:fo.fs ··awatcli)•·fof:·_:ijlm· 
--Mattrpss"._ .. · · _ . . "Lenny" less than a month after television;· and stage:1·-Air:eiciir" _ 
, its world "premiere in New York for ''Cabaret-..\"f"an·· Emmy. -fcii 
its st,t.tNcit.,:oq LAT£i 
SPEND THE SPRING ·IN 
PARlS _or "MADRID 
City. ·_ ·. · ·:"Li:ur'witli·a z•:;.anc1 aTony:_for .. 
This will be· for. a· limited "Pippin" . · · --->-,' _.;, 
engagem~nt,_.Decem~e~ 6, 7_ an~ . J½ised: ori ,.a -scr:e~n~hlf::;by 
.TH·.E 
lJNIVERS-IT-Y-
DELI ) 
400 COLLEG:E A VE. 
COLLEGETOWN 273-9344 
ACADEMl_c Y~R ·_ABRqAD 
Year 
·.('· _ ..... _. : 
Sem~ster · 
Summe!.. Programs 
212-752-2734 
.-.,' 
-221 Easl _,;.1:1 ~treet -· 
--· . . . 
8,_ . at_. G°:~ell_s .. Statler Juliah Barry, "Lefm~t··qov_ers a· 
J\ud1ton!-1.m m. _Ithaca~,-;~-~··. tumultu_ous· I 5- --year ::perioo,} of 
·_presented by Urµted !<~~ts 'm Bruce·~- life from ithe tim~ in-
c?operation wit-h C(?rnel!°,- · l95L whed- he:· first ::rnei-·"'his . 
~mema: I~ also -'Yil.1,-be the f!rst ··. future ·wife"; Heit Honey Harlow, -.. -
time a ma1or movie coui,Pall!-has · a . , I! i gh"tchi;b-· stripi>.e.!" ··, .. !}1 
offere~~ ~ nev.:_ film-for a se~es,of . Baltimo_re,- until _bis tragic ..dtjltJi __ 
c~~e~e showings_· 5i.multaneous- · · from· an· overdose· of "drugs-,iii: 
wi.t,~ 1_ts_ re~lar, first_ ru~ releas_e., _. 19_66 _ iri .J .. os Ang~l~. _-~Honey--
Lenny '-,. ·s~amng Dus~m _ Btui.:e -Js.-portrayed by -Val~rie New York, N.I. 1002i '. ,_ _________________________ .x_.-· ____________ ... ___ _ 
THETA ALPHA ~P~-HJ.· 
Hoffman . a~ t_he· -controv~rs1al .Ee_rri,;t,Jl. - .. ~ -·. -- . 
.s~<!tatog1c_a1 .l 950's':.J_.96Ws - · Ou.ring that time :--Broce ·., 
_come_dian, the late L~nn~ Brue~,_ dev~lciP,ed- _1rom· a. small-time. 
- '• --
- PRESEN-TS . . 
Book by 
jay Thompson, 
Marshall Ban•r 
~nd --Demi Fu llt>r 
, 
·/ 
. Mi~si~·- by·· ... 
1\1.~r,· ~~~ers 
Lyrid, by. 
l\larshaJ.1 ·na-..er 
ha_d ·1ts. ~orld· P,~ei:11_te~e· m. _New __ . night9~ub,. <;oinedi~ . ... wh~., ·did 
. York-_ City·· at·. Cinema l_ .o~ _tJyrd .talifi~p~ons,.into_ t~~ 
. _Noven;ibe_r l 0. . - ':- ·.:-:- ·. . most talkeaabout comedian.and 
. . T_h e ~h~e..e-day cimpus- :··sociaf ~tiris·t' of tlie . SO!s and·. 
_. __ per(~rm_a11ce of "Lenny? ~pi be ,, ''early:· 60~&:· Buf-'h.e -.paid· -.a-. big-
-. op~n '. -~ot . OD.lY to ·m(fyie--goers__,prfoe;:,for\tt-yinito:: S3Y.. it- like if-
.. from . Cornell - but' _"!llso· · to 'w·as.:-.:-- He: ·was.' aTJ"ested · d 
stud~ts_ ·and _f~cul_ty from Ithaca .... haira_ssea'·· by, -the_. police: f::m· 
, ,:College, E~_ra !='"olleSF _and the-.· s;oa~t-~~oast on,::,arioiJ.s cDatges 
_ Sf:1NY camp!ls .. at ~~rlan!,i, ,aJ;._. -of ob~cenify ,' _ and.·. also ··for 
; we.II~ the gener_al p~bhc. . . :·-.. PQSSesston' or· narcotics .' . , _., . 
· For director.: "Boo· ,Fosse;:.·· .• ;· ·.(._ .· .. -. - · ,- : ... ·: -
•' Lenny." . r·epresented·,".l\n,-i ··-~ ~~~,nue_~.on f~~ese_venrem - ' 
. ,,.. 
-~1111?,1- : 
-,D ~h;.lthi~()~o~~:le :~;na;tta~,,~ _, :_,: ,':. L ~~:;:~~;;;f ;~£~;)f ;;~1;i~~~~~-,- ,~;~ ,:-- _----
t . . ·' ."' : ·: · . ·. o· .. .' ·_.. _.,: ... --: l' . · 4, --... >,,a; ', a~A:~c;o- i, ''. ,, lh;' ,~ C \!~';l:,if~qi: r,;y·, 1½':i·~~ :if!t:!#!iiff,"),)1''('.i-,c i;F, '~' -_ -m--a in-ee .·- .. ' e.c-~~-.-. '. ,~-' ,_a,/:.\'·" .;~·;vu~:.>>-' <··_:;~<:~~~:~~;~(~;;{_1~~~ii~\~·1'fiif..:f~;·;fr{1j,{\1~f~}(-·' ~---·:.:\/~_::-._':.'~--
' • • - · • ·, :~: - · - • ) ·- · -c~- .. · -. • • - •.• ,_-_ - :.: .. ~~:- ·---_ :':~- ·}··· · -~ ~:-> _·· _ ~~~ ~:·.~.~:~:~:~~~~~~(:~;:~~ ~·:-· ~~-~~:~.~t:s::~;-;~~!~~: :_:_·-: __ _ ::; \~ ~-:.;;~~--<(_--~-::: :~ 
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HClrry and 
Tonto 
By Steve· Swartz 
Harry and Tonto is a very good film. Th.ere are 
some very good actors in it (Art Carney, who was 
the _J!lan_in The Honeymooners, who wasn't Jackie 
Gleason, is the star). 
There are some classic lines in thi; film that 
simply.demand repetition: Here they are: 
Aunt Shirley: I like you, Norman. 
Norman: I like you too, Aunt Shirle~ 
And then: 
Harrx: I got arrested for peeing._ 
Actually, this is a mosfclecent film. t- cannot 
do it justice in-the small space allotted me. If you'd 
like to talk about' it,"'-you can reach ine at the 
following number: 273-9021. Don't call late, 
because I go to sleep early and the phone will 
wake me. · 
I want to take this opportunity to say good-bye 
to Jamie, LO acknowledge the fact that this is 
journalism of the shoddiest kind, ~nd to wish 
everybody a healthy, virile holiday season. 
(Ed. Note. Mr. Schartz is leaving us, after 3 
years of unique and ridiculous service. On New 
Year's 'Lve, he will plac<! an M-16 up his nose and 
fire twice, lherby curing his deviated septum and 
blowing hb mind-0ff at the same. time.) 
IC's Cable TV 
After two years of waiting, l'hannel 6, the I.C. 
campus cable TV, system, has gone on the air. The 
channel, operated by ICTV (in conjunction with 
the Student Activities Board) will broadcast news 
and entertainment programs aimed at the c·ollege 
audience. According to Channel 6 spokesman tee 
Auerbach, the· station wnt adopt a "Home' Box 
Office" type format - programs will not be 
interrupted by commercials and will be run several 
times for maximum viewer convenience. Channel 6 
will be in full operation 2nd semester· and will 
broadcast Monday thru Thursday; included is a 
nightly "Newscene" presenting national, local and 
campus news. _ 
Tonight (Thursday) will be the final showing1:1f 
this week's programs. At 7:30 is "'TV Madness", a 
collection of flubs, commercials, the old and new, 
from the wonderful world of televisfon. At 8.: 15 
Channel 6 P,resents the NBC News Special "The 
Ultimate Experimental Animal: Man", a·study on 
the use of "powerless" human. beings for medical'-
tesling. Tht Beatles' "Magical Mystery Tour" 
concludes the evening's presentation at 9: 15. 
MAYERS s·MOKE SHOP 
Sp•ei•lizinj in 
·A~l Smoker'• Supplieil 
Paperbound Books 
Pip~ Repaira--
Magazmis 
Newspapers 
CM.,.·-~ 
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Let'!,nJ,·- / 
Ithaca_'s Preffliere.-
\ 
By Fred Raker 
On Ni,vembqr 20, a group of about .fiftyr 
members from the "Ithaca College co·mmunity 
gathered at Cornell's Statler Auditorium-•for· the 
premiere showing of Lenny. · The event was 
presented through the courtesy of United_Artists; 
the fortunate fifty (myself included) were invited -
by LC. Student. Mike Goldberg w,hose:·dad is a. 
senior vice-president at United Artists. There.were 
also many others in attendanc:'e from the Ithaca .. 
area . 
. , It was ·the first time I had ever gone to a 
premiere before and I must admit it was very 
interesting to see a film that most othersllad only -: -- · 
read about. J\lthough there were no flashing lights, · 
long black limousines and glamorous movie stars, 
there was still an aura of excitement. , 
Lenny is an excellent movie.· Dustin Hoffman, 
who plays the title role, has to be the most 
versatile actor in the busi~ess. His po;trayal of 
Lenny Bruce is fascinating; one can really get the 
feel .for the comic's volatile "life. Valerie Perrine did 
a very ·convincing job as Bruce's wife, Hot Honey 
Harlow. . -- , _ - . , 
The major criticism. of the film has been that it 
"sugar-co~te.~~· Lenny's life; from his nightclub act 
to his battle with narcotics.' Knowing very little-
about his career and real personality, I could only 
act:ept what I saw as factual. If his life was worse 
than· the one portrayed on the screen, I can only 
feel the deepe·st sympathy for Lenny Bruce and 
those involved with him. 
At this time I would like to· thank Mike 
Goldberg and Unite'd Artists· for enabling myself . 
and the others· t.o t,,e part of Ithaca's gala· premiere. 
of the year. It was most appreciated. 
- ..,. .. ~ . 
, .~.---:.~ "~'. .,. 
'/tllAIUot$ 
By Sam Milgrim . 
,. 
· .. Toe early t 960's'found James ·Bond mms in the 
v~gue. It wa~ nof suip~ising , the~ ~hen . Harry 
· S;llzman, co-producer ,of · the : majoricy of. Bond 
filins, decid~4·tb ·cashJri and createJtis.own-James. 
Bond. · The f'llm in - which he __ :attempted -to -
introduce James. Bo~d 2 wa{caUed The Jpc~ess . 
File. While the fil_m· failed. 'to start-a-'new. major-
. tr_end in ·spy films, it was·a.Yery notabl_c'success. 
. ,·. -~e story ~te simply-waS-V~JY iqteresting; the 
camera. work· gi:>od; !and the :a:cting. oy a young· • 
unki}own name:d Michael· Caine·was excellent:' The · ~ 
lpcre!>S F.ile. certainly- _.was the .. mitjor,,.vehicle in 
. making Caine'·llst~r, and' to a'large part he owesfr.-
to" the ·rather good story ·line· in ·the film. Whit' 
basically - happens is thl&: . British . ·intelligence 
assigas-an, ag~nt named Harry: Palmer (Caine) to 
run down a,.gang of body snatchers,. who are ·also 
scientists -· this".i.s where -~1'.the sp·y_ gadtets come 
into play,- It s~ems.·th~t an electroiuc analyst (or 
something like that) . hiis b_een keeping a file on 
. these scientists which was called The lpcreslfFile. 
The plot thickens even more· as he - disapperas 
under strange circumstelices. . - ' ' 
'If this all _confuses y.ou,perhaps the.film won't; 
It will be ·presented on Dec. 5th and 6th: at 9:JO · 
on Thurs. arid 7:00 and 9:30 on Fri. in Tl02 for 
$,50, -·. ·, . . . -
At ,one time ,OU[, film fo.i; the 7th and 8th was 
pure.ly a cult· fiim;_'J!OW it is i fdm _classic. If Y' our 
going _to miss any_fihn"this year, don't.make it this 
one. on·.sat .. and Sun . .the·-7th and 8th'.King of. 
,.,. Hearts comes to l.C. It is really difficult' to give a 
run do\\'.fi on.the _film without ruining it: So-let it · . 
_ suffice to say, that it .is a comme~t on"the lunacy· 
_ of war when compared· to tnose io,dividuals,that 
we of the .".sane" wo'rld call mad. The time is 
World War One. A young ~cottish soldier (played 
by Alan Bates in a truly magnificent performance) 
is sent in tci a Fren~h .village to disarm a giant 
bomb/ left· b.y the Ge~ans .. On his arrival, he finds 
that the Germans are indeed pulling out. He also 
.finds something . else ,very intetesting. As the 
Germl!ns are_ leaving, the : town Js slowly being, 
_ populated by the insane_fronf the. town asylum: 
The film is quite: simply very amu~g ,tnd-.jµst 
as thought-provokin$- _: ~ng of. Hear~ is· one of. 
those films that can make"you laugh:hysterically at" ... 
one moment and w~ep for mankind the next. 
Philippe De Biocca (who -did a_great jol> o~ a.film-· 
called- That Man From Rio a few years baclc)'-has , 
done so~e -great "things wi~ .Da~el )3oulanger's · 
scree!l play; si~ilarly he· ha~.:prompted his actors 
to the. sanie great heights:' Bates· is- great-'-as is 
Genovieve Bujold who plays bis·consom-Adolfe 
Celi, the great Italian comi<;, is very convincing.and·_. 
funny as Col. MacBlibenb.rook .. ~- ·in...all it's a· 
- superb effort and well- worth an-. hour and ·a .half 
and· S;JS. ·King-- of Hearts will- be in Tl 02 with 
performan_ces at-7:00 -~'f 9:30,bqth ~!~· . -
_ Coming up, a chance to vote ori tnef"tlms for 
_second semester,- look 'for the 'booth.-in°,the· union 
alf··this ·week. As far as future "films, Myra) 
Brekenridge 11nd Sounder; More . on these after 
Yacatfon. - · / 
- li..__ _____________ .;;._ _ --t 
Alternative E<!_u!,:ation, _ ~- .I 
Want to find out what real · alternative schools 
are like? The ·oniy two in the Ithaca area-East Hill. 
"Elementary School and The New Pro~m(Jr. 
High) need tutors. efnd tea~bing · assistants in· 
Reading, · M_ath, Science; - P]lys -Ed, :Di:;uria and 
Crafts; just to mention the·rriost crucial areas. The· 
• SCBl18:lfLE;~-
. - . ·; . -. -· ' 
. involvement will' be real-intense,. demanding; and 
important to .the kids. If you are tired of the usµ~!. 
classroom experiences; then get· inv<ttve~· in- tiie ... 
real world. O~ly thos:- whp are -~,illing to-.!D~e ~~ 
(ull-term committment,.'.Nhich means beirig where :: · 
you'.re said you'd be·whe·ri.you said rou~d be,:need -
apply. Yes, credits are -available.: Contacf .Jon· ____ : ----. . - - .. --·"· ... · 
. ·· , .. M_on~•Tllurs- .. Dec.·9-12 
Deitch. Muller 417A X3'.?.3'.?, or_~a(Ten1~sta. ~/· ·· ·.. . ,· . ·. -.··- · _, .,/ .. ,. 
Muller 418A X3 I 6'.?. before.yes 'before· you :leave· . ~ 7;30 •. Love Is a· M1n1t:·:SPll'!tered ·Thing - an-original. _ 
f X · . · · - ., • '. : sat1re on ·the T. \l.·.SOilP' opera.(on11,1-the name's \he same or, mas vacation. , to-P!Ql«!:t~Jonoc:en_t}., ·. _. . . v . , -. . · .· ::. : . · 
. - 8:00 ·:.Curt~lnrµp ··P.i behind the scenes-1ook at once · 
V~cm a_Matt'ms.: ~. __ :: .. - ·.: _ _ ---~-- _ .. . : . .. · . _ 
8:15 • Envlron'menul Education. "A Beginning", 
8:45 • Snow-How; Fun oi:nnow mobiles. · -
, g·, 15·· News Scene~ Presents a look ii:· national-, iocal ' ' 
' . 
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lS- GO·t"NG 'TO AF-FECT 
• 
-
, ITHACA ·COLLEGE 
·READ IT 
In the coming months, there's going to be· a new source of 
communications on the -ltha,a College campus ... a forum for all 
' ideas~ ._complaints and suggestions ... a place to find news, features,, 
analyses ... The Ithacan. But not like you have Jsnown it. 
, I ' 
the- Ithacan is expanding - in concept, staff and c·irculation. We 
will be covering campus news more extensively than ever before. 
And covering. special eve~ts downtown that ·might affect the IC 
co~munity. -
. I 
It will be your forum - your newspaper. If you have any item you 
feel would b_e of interest. to people, let us know about i~ in advance! 
We wo~d like_ to see professors, administrators and staff voice 
their opinions. We ·would like students to let us know what they 
• I' ' • 
. want_.,to see in·t~eir newspaper. 
By moving downtown we also hope t,o unite the downtown 
, community with the Ithaca College community - by publicizing 
events that downtowners can and should attend. We would like them 
to --support Ithaca Co~lege, and not think of us as "the ivory tower 
p~op1e on the South Hill".. · 
By_-- the way, though -several peopJe responded to our ads and 
articles,· we ~till ·need·- several more: ad salesmen, ·newswriters, 
proofreaders, . and production help. It's good exp~rience, and all 
positions (except-editorial) are paid. 
,, ' I 
If you're inte_rested, call __ Leah Fackos at 274-3207 (x207) or 
271~06_08,_ or Andy Friedman at~ 787, x207 ~ or 277-3497. 
. We want t~ put ~out the best _newspaper this Col,eg~ will ever see~ 
- · --~~t we need you(input.-Help-us help·you. -~ 
- 1_ --·. ~ ' __ ... ' - • 
:, ,' 
( 
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. . , - ' \. / -. national-ranking, will"bririg·more ' .. 
By Cindy Schwartz 
Photos By Gin~er Flook 
Question: . · "Does. it mean 
anything to- you _that. the· 
football team. is urrdefea~ed and 
is in national competition-? 
Jefferson Ketcham 
Sophomore - Cinema - and 
Photography. "It doesn't mean 
anything to me _personally but 
it's just the fact that I go _to 
Ithaca College that means 
something, and· I did watclnhe 
playoff game on television. I 
don't understand why anyone 
would spend $130 · to go to 
Alabama for ~he day when you 
can. _watch - the·- game on 
television: ) was e;cited that 
Ithaca College made.. national 
news.". 
INSURA·NCE-
··yb(IR PROTECTTON - OUR PRUFESS/ON"" 
I 
BR(>KERS. , 
Rober1; S. Boothroyd --· Class of ':!4" 
Robert L. Boo'throyd - -· Class of '60" 
Ht'nry G. Kty!:t'r -----Class uf'.Sl" 
William Flynn ----- ·-C.L.U. 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY~. INC. 
··w~ Welc11me Y1mr lnq11irJ' .. 
.I/:! Easl Se11eca. /thpca. N. Y. 
money to the.-ichool .i!idirec~y,: ·. 
for . sports p·r"ograms ·.and' ' 
.~holarships. The a~hfetcs in the 
high _scho~l~ will)ook _to -·~~a- . ' 
College for -)fs pow~rhous~_ :'. 
football team;: and it will- bring'.:_--': 
in ·better/quality play~rs. It's · .. '.,. 
abouf · time · we got national 
recognition.•• 
JerL11euer . - soi,hompr~ ·-~ . ~-
sociology .. "I . feJ~-- :hai?PY f<?'r ... · ,. ,--7 
them that they· can do :SO well.-1 ~ -· J>eborah Meth - Senior -
have·a,little spirit; ~'ve been to. Music. "{ have· the ·feeling That 
two of their-games,· and I know the football team has achieved 
what they («?Cl like. I feel pretty something._for the school, and 
_happy, that's all." _ -feel g_o6d thatthey have gone on 
• ·' c-- ~ 7. .. ·- for·· an·: undefeated season. It 
Mikki Mo~gan - Sophnmore • 
Politics. "I'm very pro1:1d that 
the team is undefeated. I never 
thought that they would get thi$ . 
far, but_ I'm _really happy Jor--· 
them. I . wish I could go to 
-· Alabama to watch the game." 
- makes me feel good that I 8!l to · 
-. a schoor thal has an undefeated 
· football team." ·.-
Helene Me~ser.s.chmidt '. -
Freshman - Physical Therapy. 
"Foo~ball is a· very important 
thing· for a school. What_your 
school does as - far · as sports. 
brings kids up· ·psychologically. 
for a lot ·of other things. I really ~ 
don't know ,why, but it me·ans· Roy,_ Katter - Senior -Administration of Health 
.Services. "Some of my friends 
. : . are on the \ football team, a 
roommate of mine is on the 
· ·. team;.l've.always rooted for the 
. - ._ tootball team, and being a 
- _sportsminded guy, I'm happy." 
alot." .-
. 
f\ /;D-R'I N- K· ' 
. < I ·,, - . • v/""'. --, - .. 
9em-,am 
. lv•s:Y . 
,._fhunday-Night _ 
-.-
,.o" 
AT G-EORGE'S HAPPY .HOUR 
~'" 010 
WI T.H • 
MASTER MIXOLOG1ST$ 
,, . 
Bob Harper 
rr.:--~, 
T, ,n1 Keery 
- Featuring.· . . A 
, 1--il j 
l±) 'THE DRUNKEN_ SING At.O,,vr..;.., \::] . 
GEOIGE'S REST AU.ANT 
RN-
Armanci Asher ~ Sophomo!l' -
Biology. "I don't have too·much 
school spip.!, but I'm kind of 
glad they came out okay. I hope 
they win in Alabama, I think 
they will,·we have a good team 
this·year.:' 
· Robert Connor - Sophomore -
·English. "I think 1t's great -tl\at· · . 
Ithaca College has come up 'Yith . '0:· 
-1-
. ·,·. , 
-!·:i'..;-.t:'~ /'·\ ....... ,.,,- ., . ' 
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TEN --DOCUMENTED FACTS 
\ - · YOU SHOULD CONSIDER ' . ~ 
BEFORE BOYCOT-TING GALLO 
-
_ D Gallo Farm Workers are not on strike. 
. . D Gilllo Farm Workers are in the union of their choice._. 
D Gallo Farm Workers_participated in negotiating their contract 
which was ratified 158 to 1. 
D '!he n~w co.ntract ma~e Gallo Farm Wor~ers tQ~ higheiit paid 
1n the Continental United States; averaging $7785/year for 
full time workers and $278/week for seasonal workers. 
D Gall~ Farm Wor~ers enj~y gene~ous f~inge benef~ts: pa!d 
. pension plan, -paid vacation, paid holidays,. premium paid 
. . overtime/ paid health insurance (including major medical), 
·· ~· pai_d · li(e insurance· and p·aid unemployment insurance. 
D Gallo Farm Workers have sanitary and refreshment facilities 
exceeding contract requirements. · 
D Gallo does' not employ children or illegal aliens. 
D Gallo Farm Workers pr~tection from pesticides is the most 
complete in the U. _S. and exceeds union contract, State and 
Federal provisions. 
D Boycotting Gallo can only hurt the farm workers. 
D Gallo is actively supporting legislation to include farm work-
ers under the National Labor Relations Act which guarantees 
free and secret elections. 
RATHER THAN BOYCOTTING GALLO 
WHICH CANNOT HELP THE FARM WORKERS, 
WRITE YOUR CONGRESSMAN' 
. IN SUPPORT OF· SB3409 AND HR4408, 
• J • • 
WHICH GUARANTEES FREE, SECRET ELECTIONS. 
' IF YOU. DESIRE. THE COMPLETE DOCUMENTATION FOR ANY OF THE ABOVE FACTS~ 
.;: . :.pL£ASE c·HECK THE· APPROPRIATE BOX AND MAIL TO: 
·- \ - . 
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.. . . ~ .. against lung diseases. The- battle 
has taken many forms since 
those ileginnings when people 
with tuberculosis were shuttled 
off to areas of pines and cJean 
air -for lengthy bed rest. In the 
ensuing years, there have been 
___ letters_J 
L--
To the Editor: harbingers of the Christmas many new methods of treatment 
Season is the cheery Christmas and advanced forms of eady and 
Seal which our parents have more positive diagnosis made 
been receiving and using for available by the contributions 
many years. It has been seventy · Americ~n families have ~ade to 
years since the Christmas Seal the Chnstmas Seal Campmgn. 
People started their initial battle As new generations have 
__________________ . ______ ,.. grown up, it has looked that th  
Preparations for Christmas 
are underway now that 
Thanksgiving is but· a memory 
lost in the return to campus and 
classes. One of the traditional 
problem of lung disease would 
be solved and the people of the 
American Lung Association (The 
Christmas Seal People) could 
quietly melt into the woodwork 
and take their just pr~se _for a 
job well done. But each time this 
has seemed possible, there has 
been a new, more deadly- group 
of diseases or problems affecting 
our fellow Americans that 
·needed attention. Some of these 
have been in the form of asthma, 
chronic bronchitis, emphysema, 
cigarette smoking, and air 
-pollution. 
' Each time one of - these 
annual Christmas Seal Campaign 
each year. - \ 
You won't cure ell ·the 
problems o{ the world. when you 
use Ch:r_istmas Seals and send a 
donation to the American Lung 
Association, but you will be 
helping in a ·big way to "'make 
your world a much better pllice 
in which to' live. At the same 
'time you will help relieve some 
of- the suffering of people who 
are already disabled with various 
forms of lung diseases as new 
techniques are found to 
. ie\wkilita.te ~ .and let them 
live more useful and meaningfuf 
lives. · _ , 
. · It is·· our wish t~t .each-
. s_tudent use his sea!S generously 
on all his · mail until Christmas -
. and- answer y_our Christmas Seal 
1
Ietter today. , 
·' It's a Matter of Life and 
:areat)l .... Y ol_!rs. 
Sincerely, 
Darrel A. Walton;Jr. 
Executive Director 
.. : _ Ai;nerica!!__LU!!B Association of. 
Ce'1tr~l New_Yo~kJnc.-
Rumor 
has • • it •.. 
By Mike Hunt 
1i~w Q,l Rothschild's 
z .... 
problems has arisen, tl\e 
American Lung Association has 
considered it -a situation to test _ 
the mettle of- the Association 
and the American people to 
overcome setbacks. New 
programs and new ideas have 
grown out of these needs. 
The dangers of -,cigarette 
smoking and air pollution were 
unknown to our parents and 
there will be problems known to 
future generations that are today 
unheard of. It is with these 
consiJierations that college and 
university students are given an 
opportunity to participate in the 
Those of you who read my 
column last year,. will no doubt 
remember my Christmas gift list. 
Well in maintaining a , long 
standing tradition, here - is the · 
and Tweedle-lJum, or in any 
order you so desire.) A GI-Joe 
doll converted into a Richard 
Nixon configuration,,which,when 
you raise its arms, shouts: "I am 
... by_ Shiseido 
Zen ___ a fragran_ce that captures the exotic flavor 
of the Orient in an enticing Eau de Cologne, a fluffy 
Dusting Powder, a Bath Oil that softens as it 
scents. It brings to. you a little of the mysterious 
allure that the Orien-t holds. A romantic gift. 
·- from 5.00 
COSMETICS, 
Mctry Christmas from 
~~~~~,,., ~~:~ ,,.:,:!~~($ 
TUH.QllOI.St•: JEWELli.Y. Hi\NlJ PAl!\TED 
MEXICAN PO'l"l'ER y. I.EATIIEH coq1>s 
ANU GlFT fl>EA.S FHOM .SOUTH Al\iEH,ICA. 
VIS1T Olli{ Sl;(>PS. 
418 Eddy St. 
.~a,N.Y. 
272-6969 
Open 11-9 
17Clilfon Ave. 
Cortland, N.Y. 
7S6-8006 
Open 10-9 
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OlD.SEER 
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1 second annual Christmas Gift 
List for 1974. · 
Rumor has it, you'll either 
have a happy holiday after 
reading this, or you'll b_e · 
violently ill. 
First on the list is: . 
_Dave Anton (Of Landon Hall) 
We are giving him two locks on 
his door (Both on the outside) 
and also a book entitled 101 
Ways to Get lntervisitation 
Revoked in Thirty Seconds. 
Andy Telsey - A student body 
that is over 5'2" and less than 
170 lbs. 
Russ Lyons - A sign which he 
can wear around his neck saying 
"But I am standing". 
To Andy and Russ· (or as their 
fti«:~~~ call them: Tweedle-Dee 
WICB-AM's From the Beginning presents: 
"The Moto-wn Story" 
in command." · 
Student Congress - A shovel to 
go with the B.S. degrees they are 
shooting for. 
SAB - We proudly present a. 
video tape of the Andy & Russ 
show featuring ~uss' · splen~'d 
use of his dummy Howard. 
Bob Sacharoff - A copy -of the 
74-75 student -handbook (if we 
can figure out where Bobby hid 
them). , 
.. 
M.B. Jones - A night out with. 
the guys at the·'Dog'. -
Gus Perialas - A spare 
transformer_ of whatever voltage 
he desires. 
Dave Lord - A reward of 
Sl00,000 for whoever-finds him. 
Dave Knowlton - Red flannel 
.underwear with a night cap, for 
his next-midnight alarm or crisis. 
Lou Withiam - A Mina bird that 
constantly chirps Ten-Four! 
· SASP - A can of MACE that 
, inadvertently sprays the users. 
Aleta Karem - A laughing G.T. 
Spence doll. 
-The Student Union - A way to 
get theit rock off. , 
The Student Body - A diploma 
made out as a receipt. _ .. 
Sam Milgrim - (QA 0 Dorm 8) A 
new typewi:iter, so T-he Ithacan 
will be able to read the copy he 
submits. - · 
G. T. Spence• The sllldent Body-.. 
A~y student b·ody ! 
Don Runyon,..,A new staff he.can 
· hold onto. . __ . _ 
Sponsored by: WICB-AM 61 
Cable FM 106 
Sun. 3_:5 pm 
From the beginning in the so's 
to the_ present day; 
Lafayette Radio/Electronics 
McDonald"s_ 
B.oxcar/Loading Dock 
/ 
tne hits that bro~ght M9town Records 
to the forefront of the 
Rock and Roll world. 
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__ FROM Ti:tE 8EGI.NNING 
- ···The Motown St~ry" Part _l:~111 be f!latured on ~'.f:r(!m 
_ the Beglnnlng, •• The .- Rock· anct_- -Rbil Era" on Sunday 
Oecembet. 8 from 3-6 P:M. on WIC:8-AM~Joln Host Roge_r 
Wink as he'U tak111- a _loo1<_-i!t Motown-:r~r~ from thel.r 
-begtnnlng-1n the late 50's -to the present day. This week, 
_ · the early year,s, from their first big hits 111<9 "Money" IJ'lld 
- "Shop Around" to the mld-60's and the advent of groups 
like The Supremes, The Temptations and The Four Tops 
wlU-be-featured. - · 
BEST OF BROADWAY 
The _entire . original scores of the Broadway plays, -
"Once_ Upon a _!',llattress" and "Guys and Dolls" will be 
featured on ·~t of Broadway" on WICB·AM and ·FM.· 
"Once Upon a Mattress" ~Ill be, featured ori Sunday, 
December 8 at 11 A.M. on WI CB•AM and "Guys and 
Dolls" wlll be featured on Saturday, December'7 at 1:00 
P.M. on WICB·Fl\11. - · 
COMEDY TONIGHT 
The comedy of Mel Brooks and Carl Reiner WIit be 
featured on "ComeclY Tonight" on Saturda~ December 
7 from 8·8:30 P.M. Join Host Gary- Bettman for a solid 
h~lf hour of comedy. -
SPEAKIN~ OF I.C. 
This week Host Fred Raker·speaks- with the Director of 
Housing - M.B. Jones. Tune In this Sunday at noon. on 
WICB·AM and find out what this administrator Is all 
about. 
ITHACA HAPPENINGS 
The Big Brother • Big Sister progtam will be the topic 
of .discussion of this week's· edition of "Ithaca 
Happenings" on Friday, December 6, at 6:15 P.M. on 
WICB·FM- as Tompkins County Big-Brother • Big Sister 
coordinator Audrey Fields and two young participants In 
the_ program wlll Join Host Roger C!:!locchl. · "Ithaca 
_ Happenings" Is -a local public affairs produced by the 
Pu-bllc Service De.pt. of WI C(;3. 
I A~·woMAN 
EIieen Dickinson, the presidential assistant at Ithaca 
College, will be Hostess ,Sharon Messlnger's guest on "I 
Am Woman" on Saturday, December 7 (In WICB-AM at 4 
· P.M •. and on WICB·FM at 6:30 P.M. The topic of 
----:-_dJfcusslon will be women In the Job-market arrd academic -
. world. -
11 . 
Is 
The following is the broadcast schedule for Sunday 
evening December 8, 1974. 
8:00 News Scene • Bringing you up to date on curre_nt 
'Issues Is what It"s all about on News Scene. 
8:15 All Kinds- of People • Ray, Repp of the Ithaca 
Headstart Program Joins host Jeff Sheldeker to discuss-the 
'pro3:~~- consumer lnslgh.t • Eugene Arnold of. the 
,-;ompklns County hospital Joins hostess Pat Higgins to 
discuss the proposed new hosi>ltal for Tompkins County 
as well as the Tompkins ~ounty Hospltars proposal to_ 
drop the Blue Cross er.o.tect1011:_P1an. _ · _ -
9:00 Love Is a Many SPllntered Thing· Ithaca's newest 
soap opera Is presented for the first time (and only time) 
tonight. It's a true love story -_chock full of laughs!!! -
-Happening World • Variety and entertainment are In 
store for viewers as you Join hosts Fred Raker, Gary 
Bruce and Cindi Veta. , · . 
What's Cookln'? • You've never heard of a wok! Watch 
this week and find out what It Is. ' 
Lenny 
contjnued_from page eight 
Dustin ,Hoffman as- the title-
~ole star and Valene -Perrine as 
.: '., ·.:~. : ;~~! ::.·- :· -...,_:· . 
• - ... : •l' :.-
- Jau c:on1es ta tlle Ithaca Colle911 School of Music 
sund~Y Hltl!lng Dec. ~- as Steve Brawn and the Jazz -
• workShilp presant their annual wlntar concert. Appearing 
as •uat soloist 11- Gerry Nlewaod. Tickets for the 1:15 
P.M. parfar!:l'lance ($1.50) are awall1ble at Egbert-Un/on, 
Hickey'• Music Stare anp at the door. 
Several music faculty are ,performing a1. 1olol1ts with 
the Jau ensemble. Alex WIider'• "Horn ·O'Plenty•~ wm. 
,feature_ Johii Covert on ham _and Mary,Ann· Covert on 
·Plana. St.eve l!srown's unusual arrangemef!t of "I'm the 
. Girt" will have Elffar Holm as solo etnlist and a cello octet 
of Holm's students. The vocalist_ Is Penney Davis, a 
sophomore In Drama-Speech. • 
stave ,Brawn and the Jazz ·wo1kshop wlll be ptaylng 
·tt,elr flrit· ,.ew vork City concert In Lincoln Canter's 
Allee Tully Hall on February •·. _ 
A varl~ty of recitals, by Ithaca College music students 
will take place In Walter Ford Hall this-week. An are free 
to the public. 
. Chamber- music, under the direction of ln$tructor 
Jennie Hansen Is featured at 8:15 P.M. Wednesday, Dec. 
4. Mozart's -.. Dissonant" String Quartet, K. 465 wlll be 
performed bY students Henry Klclnskl and Ubaldo ,Vaill, 
violins, Terry Clarke, viola, and Barbara Wood, cello. 
Ptaylnli Quator by D_ubols are student saxophonl~ts Mary 
Jean Bubb, Jeff Patchen, Theresa Witmer and -Richard 
szeplnskl. Susan Royale, flute, Dlalfe _Musso, violin, 
Marguerite Rub, viola, and Ellen Grolman, cello, will be 
heard In Mozart's ~uartet for Flute and Strings, K. 291. 
C.ompletlng the program Is Dvorak's "American" Quartet, 
Opus 96 with Rolfe Sokol and Marc Ebbs, violins, Colin 
---Spence, ~Iola, and Thomas Rosenberg, cello. · 
The Friaay student recital, at 12:30 P.M. will have as 
performen Steve Mathieson, timpani; Sook y Cho, Janet 
Cushing iind Melanie WIiimann, harpsichord; Don_sturdy, 
tenor· and oboists Diane Flmer, Andi-ea Vankav,- Jack 
Ba11n:1n and Barbara Petltjean.-They are pupils of music 
facultY WIiiiam Vouhass, Joseph Tague, Leslie Bennett 
--and Peter Hedrick. 
Sigma AlpHa Iota, International music fraternity for 
women, WIii present a recital by memben of the Ithaca 
College Epsllon chapter at 8: 15 P.M. Friday (Dec. 6). 
Pianist Lizbeth Seleskl will present her senior recital at 
2 P.M. ·saturday. A pupil of Mary Ann Covert, Mtss 
Seleskl wlll Play an all French program: Jeux d'eau and 
Valses Nobles et Sentlmantales bY Ravel, Sept Pieces 
Breves by· Honegger, Feux d'artlflce and Estampes by 
Debussy, Trals Pieces bY Poulenc. Miss Selnkl, wllo has 
been listed In "Who's Who Among Students In .<;'merlcan 
Colleges and Universities" both this year alfd last, was a 
soloist In the 1973.74 Conc11Ho Program at the college. 
A Joint recital wlll be given at 4 P.M. Saturday by 
Davtct -. 'Margules, tenor and John Ranetll, trumpet. 
Margules Is a voice.student of Leslie Bannett; Ranalli has 
studled"'trumpet with Her!lert Mueller. 
'the two Symphonic Bands at lttlaca College will 
present a concert Jointly at _Walter Ford Hall Monday 
evening, Dec. 9. The program, at a-,1 !!! P.M., Is open to the 
public without charge. 
The new Ithaca String Quartet wlll lt)ake, Its -concert 
debut In-Walter Ford Hall at 8: 15 P.M. Thursday, Dec. 
12. TIie p~bllc 1s·welcome free of c11arg11. 
- Jazz comes to the Ithaca College School of Music 
Sunday evening, Dec. a, as Steve -Brown and the Jazz 
workibop present their annual winter concert. Appearing 
as guest soloist Is Gerry Nlewood. 
'- Tickets for the 8:15 P.M. performance ($1.50) are 
,._, available at Egbert Union, Hickey's Music ~tore and at the 
door. 
Music for the Christmas season will be presented at 
Ithaca College's Walter Ford Hall at 8:15 P.M. Sunday, 
Dec. 15. The public Is cordially Invited tci aftend the 
holic!3Y c:onc_ert, which wlll Include traditional carol 
singing by the audle".'ce. 
- - -------- . ' 
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. Honey B_ruce, p.ave already 
reaped wide acclai~ for their' 
powerfu-1 performances. 
Hoffman's -performan<,_e as 
Lenny Bruce has·be~n descri~ed 
as in ·the same ,class as his 
~emorable work in- "The 
Gra·duate"· and ."-Midnight 
3.l SELECTIONS FAST LUNCHES 11:30-3:00 
- --cowboy". Alt_hciugh he never 
saw Bruce work: Hoffman was 
able to capture the spirit and 
-.tempo .of· the late comedian .by 
stu'dying J3iuce's -t~pes and the 
few films made of the comic. · 
-· -A num!ler · of critics - have 
acclaimed -Ms. Perrine .. s 
perfoi;mance as Honey l3r,i.ce as 
--~·magnifi,cent"_ a·nd .-as_ 
npei-fection"-. Valerie - had --
prevfOUS9'~ ~~pear~d _b_!i~~y but 
.effectively:-.as -Montana ·Wildhack 
-1 in "S\a~~ter~o~~I:'!~e''., as the. 
-··: drag-str:ip groupie_ µt, _. 'The-. last 
· - Ameri~n Hero" aritl ·as'th,e,-1:i.dy 
- 'in the _buff'. in ·-ijruc~. J:ay: 
- ~ Friedman1s ''Steambatn~•,-which 
- created -a' stir· on_ PBS television.··-_. 
TWO COMPLETE MENUS_ 
~lA~DARI~ 
A~p ,CAXi'O:'\ ESE 
STYLES 
DINNER 3-IO·OO PM 
I IOL:SE SPECIALS 
OPEi'\ BAR ...._ 
HAWAIIAN DRINKS 
, ,;, 'A Bob Fosse--Filin; '"Lenny•! I 
- :ars-o.·;co-stars Jan.M_iner;-Sta11ley_ . . . ;. -· >· ·
0
_ .--.· _ - __ -._-,,(·:_.--. -.- ': - ~- • •• 
, • _-: ~ !:~~-::~~~a_tt::t:p1a;0b;-- -: -c • - aes'er,riitions- for; hoJiday~p~rtie_s -now .b~1ng ,accepted 
': ,)-~n ; B~izy/ -.. Mamn. . Wo.r~h. L • - • • - - - - ,._ ---- - - • ~- - • -· 
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-Dismuril-Air 
Tnnel Plans. 
It doesn't matter. if you're going home· for the 
weekend or just 'taking off with a group of friends. 
Alleoheny can .~ave you 20% to 33'Nk, off our regular 
fare: anytime you want to go. Including holidays and 
holiday weekends. 
Up to 25% off on weekends. 
Simply plan to gQ: and return on Saturdays or 
Sundays within 30 days. And it's good anywhere we 
fly in the U.S. and Canada. Easy. 
Up to 331/3% off for groups, too. 
Your group of 10 or more can save up to 20% one 
way-up to 331/1% round-trip. Just purchase your tick~ts 
48 hours in advance· and take off together for any city 
in our System. You can all return separately on found 
trip travel if you like. And that means y~u can fly as 
a group to .,t central city and then split up. Neat. 
For information and reservations. see your Travel 
Agent or call Allegheny at 273-1300. We show you 
hl;W you can fly lix less. anytime. . 
aa•••••••••••••11 
I·· Compare and save. 1 I Roundtrip lores Regulor Weekend Group I 
I eahimore $ 02 $ 60 s 53 I 
· 1 Chicago 134 -- 98 87 I 
Columbus 104 75 69 
I Dayton 110 85 74 ··1 Indianapolis 134 98 87 I I New Yori<" _ 58 44 38 
I Pittsburgh ·80 ,59 52 I 
- St. Louis 164 1 24 1 1 o I 
-I Vahington ro4 7s_ 10 
• All fores ,ndude ra ... und are sub1ec1 ro change w1thovt no11ce I 
Nom1,iol sec1.1rity surcharge 1s extra 
___________ .-
The Allegheny Air System 
- has·~ lot more going 
· foryou. 
tomment - ... ·'. - ' '·M·aitres1 ,-
By Richard Bostick, School of Comm., Class of 1976 
ct1nfinut1d from pat{e 1'2 
Vi~lence. J\nd · a high probability of more violence. The situation 
is not unique. A nine year old girl and a ]2 year _old man were shot / 
early last Monday evening as the vehicles in which they were riding 'Winnifred (Fred, for sho!t) from·-
passed the Indian-occupied Moss Lake camp_site, near Eagle ·Bay, W.all(!ws:on-the-Mire. 
N.Y. in the western Adirondacks. The Indians are of the Mohawk "The mood is gaily naive the 
nation, and they cl~m-the land is theirs, according to tf':aties:dating tempo is- light and the total 
back to the Revoluti,onary War. They have peacefully occup1~d the· impression beguiling_ The· 
land,, a former girls camp of 62s· acres_,··since last -May. The state has musical theatre has acquired a -
brought legal action lo have them evicted, ~ut a court decis1on has genuine new composer (Mary_ --
not yet been made. _ , . , Rogers) and - a funny clown , 
The Indians claim they have been fired upon Several times in the (Carol. Burnett)," wrote critic 
past months, and that this was the first time they have returned fire. Brook Atkinson in the New 
Witnesses state the car with the white male ridin~ in it drove by the York Times after the opening. 
Indian-occupied land several times, shouting war whoops out the The plot is a wild- set of 
window. The Indians claim they were fired upon seyeral times story of a princess so sensitive 
Monday and retaliated after a car turned around and repeated fire. that she was unable·to sleep on a· 
These allegations may or may not be true, but the fact remains that · pile of 20 mattr.esses because a 
two people·'were seriously injured by the Indian shots. While no ·single pea was placed under, 
Indians were reported injure~_, there is a danger of renewed shooting, them. This, of course, 
especially now that hunting season has opened and there are a l9t of proclaimed her royal birth. ~ 
people presently in the area hutTting - and drinking. Fifty State 
Police officers have corctoned off the area to tourists, but hunters are 
coming into the a-rea as usu.al, as deer season is well under way. The 
land the Indians are living on is not open to hunters, but the Indians 
want the - local bars to stop serving alcohol to hunters. "This is not 
impractical," said Bob Hall, spokesman fo1 .. the Central Adirondack-
Association, a group or-area businessmen. 
lmpossible is the word to describe the lndian's situation. Lawyer 
Wiliiam Kuntsler says the Indians will "put up resistance" if the state 
fails, to go along with "the Indian. policy". Indian_ polic:r is taken as 
adherence to a 1794 treaty between the federal government and the 
Six Nation Confederacy of the Iroquois Indians which deals with the 
matter of what happens if an lndian injures a non-Indian. The treaty 
calls for a bill of particulars to \re submitted to the President of the 
U.S. who in tum must take up the matter with the Grand Council of 
the Six Nation Confederacy.. "That's the only way we'll go about 
settling this matter," said Onandaga Indian Chief Oren Lyons, 
spokesman for the Indians. However the treaty to which the 
Iroquois leaders were refering has been declared invalid because 
newly passed federal laws supercede it. A spokesm~ for the Bureau 
of Indian Affairs. stated that "An Indian treaty is nothing more than 
a federal law, and any subsequent law can take precedence over that 
treaty." -, 
Negotiations are at an inpasse, and_ the local vigilantes are arming 
up. The situation is not good, and as we have stated, it is not unique. 
Violence has occured, and tw~ people are seriou"IY' injured, at _l~ast 
one of which is· surely innocent. These acts themselves cry out'for 
justice and the prevention of more shooting above· all. The Indians 
don't want to give up their land, but they may have _already lost it 
throught the acts of shooting. A clearing·µp oHhe ~h:ooting incident" 
an~ the restoration of peace to this occnic area· is of primary interest, 
above the issue over the land, however. It is becoming hard to 
tolerate the acts of violence which envelop the world today. Racial 
violence, religious violence,_ political violence an·d junkie-type 
metropolitan violence are prevelent in our cities and in the cities of 
all nations. Now, an area which once could be called "God's 
Country" is afflicted.with this decay. 
(contin11ed on pa!(e 221 
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TAKE J\ STUDY ,BREAK! NEXT WEEK; 
DEC. I?., 13 
S.1B 1'1LMS PRESENTS: 
Thurs 9 :30 f,ri T& 9:30 
$.50 . 
~llTH<.f-."'TlR't fox-
Pr~nl, 
(JORl- \ IDAL'S 
The musical originally opened 
at New York~s Phoenix Theatre 
in 1959 and ran · for 450 
performances.· Mary ~ogers · 
wrote the music. Lyrics are by 
Marshall Barer:- The book is by 
Jay Thompson-{ Marshall. Barer 
and Dean Fuller. The show was 
first staged by · George Abbott 
and choreographed by Joe 
Layton. The recent TV vbrsion 
starred Carol Burnett who 
achieved prominence in the 
original · role · of Princess 
' int ri gu es • and counterplots, 
revolving around the need to 
find a proper bride for Prince 
Dauntless. His mother, Q~een 
Agravaine, doesn't want her 
little - darling to- leave the nest 
(after all, he's dnly 25 !). There 
are 11 contenders for the role of 
wife to Dauntless,' but all have 
failed the impossible tests made _ 
up by the Queen and her faithfl;ll . 
Wizard. -(Naturally, th.ere is a -
Wizard.)·The need for a _wife for 
Dauntless is very urgen"t.'A roy~-
edict forbids the marriage of 
anyone in the kingdom until the 
Prince's wife is chosen. This is 
particularly distressmg to the 
younger members of the court, 
especially , to Lady Larkin and 
Sir Harry; one. of the reasons for 
their impatience is becoming 
·apparent. 
Princess , Winnifred . literally 
swims ·into the picture, 
traversing the m9ano the castle. 
·The Queen hates h~ on sight, 
while Dauntless loves her on 
sight, of course. Needless t<:_> say, 
in spite of Queen Agravaine, 
Winnifred an,d Dauntless are 
united, and in the. manner of 
fairy tales from the peginning of 
time, they live happily ever 
after. 
In the cast of 24, Polly Pen is 
featured as Princess Winnifred, 
the Woetiegone. Otlier leading 
roles are played by · Susan 
Watson, Jamie J>adnos, Birney 
Kellogg, Jim Leach, Edward 
Stone, William Cameron and 
Caryn Wexler. 
Heading the Theta Alphalhi 
student , production staff is 
director "fed Enik. Musical 
duection is by John Droner, 
,choreography by .Rhonda 
Glasberg and Joni Fritz. Scene 
design is by_ Margaret "Jennings, 
lighting by Craig C. Saeger and 
costumes by Eden Tombulian. 
- Richard Bloom is techinical 
director; .Gerald J. Dellasala is 
production coordinator. -
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IT'S STILL NOT TOO LATE! 
SPEN[tTHE SPRING-IN 
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.' What-ch;i~t;~s 
-~·.means· . to ... 
-- : By Fred Raker 
Christmas comes but once a· year 
It's a time for laughs, a timc:, for cheer. 
The snow that falls makes all seem brighJ 
From Chr:i~tll!ii's Eve thru Christmas Night. 
. , Chris'ttnas ~akes me.fell warm inside·_--· 
. Especially the carols s.un_g 'tif the yule #de 
I even like dririltjng a glass~of egg nog · 
While sitting' by the~fqepl~ just turning a log., 
Christma~ has another meaning,. you see 
For I was a~le to tell you what Christ1:11as means to 
me· 
And now that I. have, I'll head for th~ covers 
Letting you read what Christmas means to others. 
,:. 
.s u ch , ,\,11 e n the country is definitely in bad 
shape. I can't impre!lS"Upon the people eno~gh.,_ the 
fact, that the. United States of America is slowly 
going down hill. We are in a recel;sion and thatTs no 
good. We've got to -stop unnecessary spending; 
unnecessary squandering. That is why, my fellow 
Ameri'cans, I've instructed all manufacturers of 
Christmas paraphanelia to halt their production. I 
know that may sound harsh, but it's the only way 
I can see to help ease the situation at hand. Of 
course, Christmas is the time of giving and we shall 
, continue to furnish e·x-President Richard Nixon 
with medical care, secr~t service, food and 
entertainfl!~nt; plus $632,987.97 each year for 
unen,ployment compensation ... " _:-
Nelson Rockefeller: "I lcnow the difference 
between. right and wrong. And Christmas is right. 
. Christmas is also the time I'd like· to be finished 
. with this terribly traumatic- trial. It's been driving 
Henry Kissinger: "Kristmas is a.wonderf1;1l time. A me cuckoo·! Why, I can vivdly remember last 
_J>eaceful _time. It is when"'a~.Lmen com~ t~.ther Christmas; I was reallyfeelinghappy ... then she1tdd 
and radiate ·sunshine and goodness. It will be a real .. ~e !o stop!!!" 
pleasure 'this Kristmas as I' will be in the Middle ·Jack Daniels: "I jusflove Christmas,. I'll be poured 
East .. And if our Arabian f~ends don't_ stop all over--the place on Christmas E~_and even 
aggravating _my Israeli friends,-1 can say with al( Christmas Day_. Bqy, what a partier I am. I'm in 
candor.that l'm_going to blow their silly heads off seven out·of ten homes across this great land of 
· -tiie ._face of this earth. Merry Kristmas to all and to' ours. Nol to mention si~ out of seven street 
all a good flight ... " . corners in ev,ery big city across the U.S._A. I'm 
Johnny _Carson: "Christmas means only one thing pretty iiopular. Why, I've even seen Santa sample 
to me. - cold! How cold is it, you ask? Well, it's so me. That really makes me laugh ... well, wouldn't 
cold that when I went to get the ~k this his beard tickle you?!! -- · 
morning, not only was the milk frozen but the Kris Kringle: "Christmas means schlepping all over 
. -milkman's hand was still attached to the the world with· eight crazy reindeer pulling me on 
bottle ... May an oversexed reindeer stain your a sleigh. Boy, what a life! Nothing but slush and 
fireplace." - _ _ . snow and wind and.cold. Boy, I wish I could retire 
Gerald Ford: "I find it amazingly interesting to see an,flive in Miami Beach. And I would do that in a 
how many people go out and spend their -second° but there's just one thing liolding me 
hard-eam_ed money on gi~ts, _!!ees, decorations ano ! back ... can_reindeer wate_rski??'!" 
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.. ~~~1. l Opening tonig/Jt!f 
_,-
Thu~day & Friday,' Dec. 5 & 6 
.. TOM· RUSH 
With Orphan 
elus •nicorn' 
Tickets $3.00 
Priday &- Saturday, Dec .. 7 & 8 
. .. JON.~LUCIEN 
8 & 11 P.M. Tickets $3.00 
Thursday, Dec. 12 .-
/DAV ID BR·OM:BERG 
8 &·Ii P.·M. Tick.els $3.50 
Friday & S_aturday, Dec. 13 & 14 
LOODO-N 
_WAINWRIGHT Ill 
.... -
. 8·&'11 P.M. Tickets $3.00 
COMING-IN JANUARY ••• 
THE COUNT BASIE 
·-ORCHESTRA-
-Ticket. Ou·tlets: 
T .G. Millers 
Peopie• s-Place 
Midiown Rec:ords 
_. ' 
,· 
., ,.. 
,· I 
- ,('. X 
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FALL 1974 FINAL EXAMiNATIOijS 
/ 
' -
The final examination period for underclassmen and graduate students· begins on 
Monday., December 16, 1974 at 8:00 a.m. and ends on Friday, I?~cember 20, J.974--t1't 3:30 
p.m. Each exam will be limited to a two-hour time b·lock WITH Tli;E EXCEPTION of regular 
class meetings starting 6:00 or later. In this -case, the LAST two-hours of the clu~s 
meetino; during. the, week of December 9 through December 13 will be used for the :f'.j na.l 
examination', Classes meeting FIVE DAYS ·pER WEEK wj_ll use the earlier of the !,':;]i·' or TR 
seq_ue,nce, accord/;i.ng to ,the chart below. Classes meeting FOUR DAYS 1'ER WE~ will use the 
chart for M.WF. 
' IF CLASS MEETS BEGINNING \. EXA~-1 WILL BE 
i'-~ w F 8:00 a..m. w Dec. I8 b:00-10:CO 
T R 
-
8:00 a.m. T Dec. 17 8:00-10:G.O 
:r,.; w F 9:00 a.m. M, ·- D~c. 16 8 :00-lO :·c;o 
T R a.m. p Dec. ?O ti:00-10:GCJ 
a.m. 
n..m, 
r..:.. .1~1. 
a •. n. 9/9;30/10:00 
;.; w F 10:00 a.m. / w Dc,c. 18 10 :"30-1:-,: 3c, 'r,. ~ •.• 
" ~ 'J. 
,, 
l, F 11:00 a .:n. M Dec. 16 10: 30-12: ~,r:: p. f.l, 
'I' R ll:O_O/ll:30 a.m, T Dec. l7 10-::}0-l:-: :30 ~"'). c.~. 
:,1 W F l2:00 noon w Dec. 18 1 :J(J-3 :3C p.m. 
T t:· ·.:l 12:00 noon F Dec. 20 3=0: 30-1~:: 3c .P. in. ,\ 
'I' rt 12:30/J.:OO p.m. F Dec. -20 -10:30-:i..2 :30 f .-:fl. 
I-1 'i-/ .[1, //- l:00 p.m. M Dec. 16 1:30-3:30·- .lY, rei, 
T R 2:00 p.m. T Dec. 17 1:30-3.:30 ~P,. t,1. 
i·~ w F 2:00 p.m. w Dec. 18 4:C0-6:00 p. ~:i. 
T ~. 3/3:30/4:00 p.m. T Dec. 17 4 :_CG-6 :VV P. n. 
.. T/r lt1 3:00 p.m. . . M Dec. 16 4:00-6:CO 11. :.: • 
.. 
',/ F '4:00 p.m. 
-'• R- Dec. 19 7 :CO-;· :00 .'.!. :n. 
., T T,T R -, 5:00 p.m • M Dec. 16 7:00-9:00 ... 1, .1.' n .r.1. 
h 'T ~·i r: .L'' 6:00 p.i:n.· and af'ter LAST CIASS iA}!:STii,:G 
. -
EXAMINATION ROOMS ARE THE pAME /1.S THE LECTURE ROOM, 
-l<--x--l<->H<·SPECIAIJ.,Y SCHEDULED EXAr-HNATJONS****":+ 
DATE TJ;.:J~ :{!° r._i.,_ ___ _ 
-
CC1i.Ji'S:;: 
.'.~-;c;.:t;i;?ING 
i,11.' ~·:-n ::.c,?OLOGY 
CHEi,;IfjTRY 
TITLE 
PRIN-.1\CCT I 
CULT ANTH 
FUND CHEM 
PRIN OF CHEM 
I>RIN ECON 
PRIN ECON 
NUMBER 
105 
104 
ill 
l?.1 
20l 
201 
SECTION(S 
l,~ 
1,2 
DAY 
M 
R 
M 
M 
R 
'T 
l;~/1 '(:\J·, .. J• '· ''';:,rri :\,-.. ,c '-
·i2/19 1: 30 p. n. ('.,::,·\ !\ 
ECO~OJ.iICS 
EIJCT,ISH 
I • 
HEALTH 
MANAGEMENT 
l-!:;ATH 
MUSIC 
/ 
f-HYSICJ\L EDUC 
SIYS .'I!-rERAPY 
?SYCEOLO~;y 
BLK AMER JND 205 
INTRO POETRY 213 
PERSONAL HEALTH 113 
PSYCHOACTIVE DRUGS350 
. .....-,.____ 
MGMI' ECONOMICS 201 
MATH DEC MAKNG · 105 
PRE-CALC it\TH 107 
INTRO COMPUTNG 109 
CALC I 111 
CALC II 112 
Mi.JS THR I 13l 
MUS THR I 131 
MUS THR I 131 
MUS THH I 131 
1 MUS THR I 131 
MUS 'I'HR I 131 
MUS T"rIR I l31 
r-IDS THR I l31 
VilJS· -THR I 131 
f.fl.JS THR II 13? 
:-1US Tl{R II l32 
M'JS THR II 132 
MUS Tl-ill. I 231 
~ILJS THR J 231 
~;:US Tlffi I · 231 
~1US THR 
t-rus THR 
MUS' THR 
MUS T:ffi 
MUS THR 
t,1JS Trffi 
i-'.'JS TIIR 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
:;r 
J 
?31 
231 
?.31 
231 
?32 
?3? 
.331 
~~s THR T · 331 
t-:US T1m · I 331 
~'.US- 'ErR I 331 
JNTRC1 PE 103 
a,;~,: ACTVY lG? 
'i1J:-J3L-FL EXER 264 
... "\ •rn• 1 ... , C'lJT,R 1·iE, r r . .t,. · 333 
TESTS & :-1:ZASURE 4 :~-. 
C'HIENT _,'.I'C' P. T. 101 
FHYSJOLC;;y 3~1 
:spuc .. vs1c·1 
i'>SYC:i }\SPC'r ,...,, ...,. \' 
... ~ -··-
/ 
ALL 
Af.L 
1,2 
6,7 
l,2 
1.,2 
ALL 
ALL 
1-.,2,3. 
ALL 
ALL 
i,2,3 
.J.?-,3,4 
1,2 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
l 
2-
3 
1 
2. 
3 
4 
5 
6 
'l 
I 
l 
3 4· 
5 
1, 0 ,3 
l,:",J 
· l, :1 
1,:-1 • 
ALL 
ALL 
1,2,3 
1,2,3,5 ). '?-
1 
M 
R 
R 
M 
F. 
R 
R 
F 
R 
R 
T 
T 
T 
T 
'I' 
T 
T 
T 
T 
M 
M-
M 
M 
l'-1 
f,j. 
M 
f-1 
M 
;.1-
w 
w 
w 
w 
. 1,T 
.. 
:·,!-
"T> 
J. 
1· l, 
. ;-
12/16 10 :30 a. m.:.:;:-· ;. 
12/16 8:00a.m. <;:.r.,1 /1 
12/19 8:00a.rr.. ::10? 
12/rr 7:oo p.:,:. '£J_c:, 
"T:?/16 7:00 p.rn. S30? 
12/l9 10:30 a.m.TlOl. 
12/19 10:30 a.m.Gym C,D 
12/lq 7:00 p.m.Gym D 
12/19 l0:30 a.m.:ym A,B 
12/19 7:00 .p.m.Gym A.,B 
12/19 4:00 p.m.Gym A,B 
12/20 1:30 p.m.Gym A 
12/19 4:00 p.m.Gym_ C 
12/19 4:00 p.m.Gym D 
12/17 4:00 p.m.-M201 
12/17 4:00 p.m.M20?. 
12/17 li-:00 p.m.1,v05 
12/17 4:00 p.m.M;J..04 
12/17 4:00 p.m.Y.t.20~ 
12/17 4:00 p.m.J:.1102 
12/17 4:00 . p.m1.Ml04 
12/17- 4:00 p.m.I:::103 
1~/17 4:00 __p.m.?-t,201 
1?../16 '"(: 00 p. m. 1:~02 
-12/16 7: 00 p. r.1. !'-PC'.? 
l?/16 7: 00 .P. rr,. H?O?. . 
l?/16 7:00 p.m.1~201 
12/16 '"(: 00 :p. rn. J,1103 
1;-,/16 7:·00 p.:n.:aclr 
l:?/+6 '/:DO p;m.:-!~05· 
12/16 7:00 n.m.1-1J.Ql+ 
l?/1.6 'i': 00 p. ,·.1. ~.jj_Qtf 
lr:?/16 7:00 p.m.i,irnl. 
l?/1e 4:00 p.m.~;;102 
l '? /18 4 :·oo p. rr.. ;.;::-o~ 
l?./13 4,: 00 ')•.,I.!.;'.-_'(!) 
12/10 l1 :01) p.n;.:.n.oli 
l~/18 4: 00 p. !"l. i',:';_04 
. l:" /18 l~: C1 .P. r:1. J,:J.03 
l':'/~/) '., : 00 .P. t:' .• TlC'.:l 
1;:-i /F B: oo a.. n. '.::J..Ol 
l? /.16 . f.: oo n.. :r. c:~-::: 1 
l?/J.~, !1 :CO p.rn.f-:,:i·2'~) 
12/18 '"r':Oo :::.1 .. -::c:1 
l? /lCl 8: 00 ~. r: .• '.'",y1~: /\2B, C 
1,:,/1~, 7: CJ p. :~ .;:y~ 1: 
l?/J.f~ ~.-:oq .r.,·.·-::::., .,.,~·,c,D 
].':i_ ,.'_, • ; ••• •• •.:(.· -. •• • '"" .:' • 
., :-:-· • •• I/) : .. ··: :. .:. '..: 4; " 
12 /j 2, l: : ·.;;; ··,. ~ •. ::r. .-. , _ 
------------------------------------------ . ------
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By Tom Howard - . then ·a smile·: "someone'""who twenty yeap;. I'm interested'_ in 
....,_... . . ., ' -
. .· . : likes:to .. do_.what she damn well communicatiOJ\S law. And I'm 
We .caught the _s~nior JltUd~t' please~j wnen she pleases." A" interested in public interesl 
~oard .. of Trustees member in .full long·laugh: . . . law." 
.front -of. ·her .. television - set · Suddenly serious. ''!fhe other 
watching· a _replay qf the_lthaca side is helping'peopie,'and..trying 
College romp:. QVer S~ppery tO.:..be warm; and, ·you know, 
Roe~. ~n -.ac.comp)Jsnm~nt. ·people _need someone to be · 
Catclµrig-Carla Williams is ~o~ an ' · ,, ·· - Campus Communication. 
·easy thing to do.. · _ there. _ _ __ 
The 'twenty-one year old Miss . ·~. --!hink · 1 __ have· a· lot. of - "Part of it's a problem of 
Williams was elected to· se11S1.bVIty-to people. and 1 thmk leadership. A ·matter ':)f getting 
TrusteesJ;rip fu the spring of her -I do ,have the warmth, b~t v~ry, 
soph(?more year., . . _ .!'3~;1Y do I allow an}'. one to see people involved. Everybody has 
~·r rea],ly don't know why I it. , . . . ; · . . something to say when-you ask -
· decided to run.for the Board.(of Vice ~esident Penahs, 1s one them." · 
-. .Trustees).''. _Frown.· Eyes look of_· ~any who a~~se -·C_arla .. "If people will listen to one· 
inward for a .memory. of some W1lhams of bemg _straight another ... " 
two years .. past. "No, r, really ~orw.ard. Ask he~ a ~tl:estion an~, - .. 
can't remember." 1f she "has an. o~m1on, you ll 
What about once she w~ probab~y hear it m that warm, But ask Miss Williams cme of 
ele~ed.? _ . · . , sof~1 voice. the few questio.ns that spark 
'lwa,ntedtotry"andimprove obyious anger and the 
.. communications between blueish-green eyes tum black. 
students and·.the :Soard." Admirtistration Leadership "I don't know where people 
Carla herself communicates in . are gettin'g off saying I'm 
a warm, soft voice., In it a bit of "What would I do if I was unwilling to work with Student 
a whisper, just slightly raspy. president of the College for a '-Congress ... What is there to work-
Much of the emphasis comes d~y?" Smile, chuckle .. :"l'd sho'w with?" · 
O:t·•l"JfCf .t.'-;'P( .<',. ,•H1,Wl ;•/1- .111;~llltll·i- ',!l'\; 
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from facial· intonation. ,_my ,face all over campus so " ... (Congress) is really Mickey. 
-Eyebrows move up to accent.a everybody knew who I was." Mouse, it's really sickening to MERRY CHRISTMAS HAPPY NEW YEAR HAPPY CHANUKAH 
point. The verticle line above her Laughter. watch. All the individual 
nOS!,t crinkles when she frowhS. pers..onalitie·s . ~nvo,ved and. 
A small, oddly feminine mouth everybody after their own little 
stretches 'wide as -she laughs. But power trips and everything else." 
- ,the hands don't talk much. Left Trustee ~riorities "The ·Faculty Council is the 
one stays at her side. Right one .. • same way .. It's all Mickey 
either pulls'involuntarilY-•at her : . _We,, ne~d · to lower our Mouse .. .it's all just a bunch of 
short soft hall; (blonde), or flicks tuition. · A1':0th~r laugh. red 'tape that doesn't do 
· ashes from · a . cigarette, She ' · !s Shf: se?ous · . . anything" 
.. · doesri.'t inhale she's -talking too 'Well .1 m _Iauglung b~cause This time a short sharp drag 
fast. ' _ "!'e obviously ':':' 0 n't. But on the cigarette, a nervous flick 
"Whet\ I first. sat on the ideally··· w~ need to. of , the ashes. . Then just as 
·Board I found it very frustrating. quickly as it came, the anger is 
l thought'· they WQuld be more gone .. The eyes are bright and 
involved· with tiie academics, the - Admissions- warin again. 
·studet1,ts, --·with · -what was The major· objection -from 
·, happenin!intemallyorr·campu~.'- •nth·aca- Colleg~ is. a. certain..Congressmembersisthat 
I w~ rather disappointed that well-known back-up school. But she's too-quick to criticize. Her 
their primary concern , was really I think that's changing." · an~wer: "I ·use· to be mu_ch better 
Santa Sez: __ 
.1:P.Jlal.-..TIS THE SEASON TO BE 
{.Ji JOLLY! AND THE 
BOOKSALE 
GALLERY HAS 
ALL THE THINGS 
0 MAKE'HAPPY 
HOLIDAYS 
keeping the doors open, to iceep at buttering people up, but I've HAP,PY CHANUKAH 
the College functioning.'.' . gotten tired of it. I havefue tact 
HAPPY NEW YEAR M~8R;I" CHRISTMAS 
"Most of the trustees are in if I want to µse it ... but most of 
.their'J{i.fties and sixties. They.'re . - Feminism the ·time I don't ~ant to use it. I 
,.bustjip,ss_ oriented. ,,--It. was -a . ,, , . . want to say what I 'have to say 
·challenge to me.because I-had .l. d-0n,t -hke to be and I'm-going·tosayit."Smile. 
haiLprob,ems dealing_ with my c.attgonzed, 8tereotyped. 1 can't . "I'm· not going to bullshit 
step fathet who was in hiS sixties stancl_ people· .Vl'.ho - all they can· around." Laugh, "I don't have 
and a businessman. Throughout see is traditional roles for the time." . 
· women." my -years living with him I had She may have a bit .!Jlore time 
had. -:problems communicating' within another ,two weeks. After 
with him, dealing with. him. I her .Decemb~r graduation the 
· finally conquered that· problem student truste~_ who worked to 
a'boµt 'mY- junior y~ in high Marriage raise 175 thc;msand · dollars in 
__ school," . . ·: .. - '.'I have no- desire :to "be endowments for :Ithaca CoHeg~, 
.-Many ~eem to feel she also married and haye children. 'If- is. going to_ try to raise some 
met th~ trusteeship challenge. money, for herself. Her · next 
Says Student Body ~esident marriage happens, it happens. . -
Andy Telsey, .. Carla Williams? I'm certainl~ noflooking for it." objective is _law school. Perhaps' ,,. 
Sire's ·the finest ·board ·member· in twenty y~ars this Southern 
we've ever had.' 1 don't always born girl"may be running for a· 
agree with her but• I've ·got to Career seat i~ the Massachuse~!S state 
respect her."· · · · .. , . _ 1 e gislature. Maybe .. · With 
. The- Vice President for . · l ~ like to _do broadcast~g . everything she_. has to -do it 
· Student. ~Affairs, Gus . Perialis: sometime ... but broadcasting is depends on whether_. Carla 
__ ._!.'She'~.:.. exremely honest, - J!0 t something I'd lik~ -to do for· ··wmiams,has Uie time: · 
. extremely ~traigh~ forward.".-. 
__ -_::.... o __ ~ -n _ .W. .<> -0_ ·d 1n __ a n_, 111na11111~~1~1Pnn11nn111m111m1111rn1irnuu111)~l''''!11111111111i11111n11u11111umm11111111un11numnnf111u11ti1111w111m1111mut1n 
-Televisiori...Radio ·Professor:·.•• An . ,. - - -
- '. .. en~~~c. --_.capable, ~r~ource_ful - ~ .. ~ S E·N: 1.0 R s- -. ·you~g,~).~w . .'~- !hen as j.f it's -,·.· ,· . . -~ - . ~-=_-=-
.; alrea~y_ __ a>'forgone conc.usion;•_ . ·... ., :_ - · , -
_. · :- ·~~rt~T~hi:~~<~e _·in: 'there . :~; .' --. -·:. '~ rep.i'~~ntative_fnim _the An1_erican University ~-; 
<m.1~\Vfle~t -:. . .--._ -, ,· , ,·._, ·111Wash111gt<n!.l.>CwdlbeoncampusTinm.. ;;;; 
P.erliaps the most criticat· . -1) , ., ·r L·3o· ·OO .. · · · · 2 
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SHARE THE RIDE 
WITH US THIS 
CHRISTMAS-
ANDGETON 
TO A GOOD THING. 
, ... "h.:.i11s Gre·;11uu110. t1110 i.l lut of vour fellow students 
\\l;c, .if0 ,llrc,1dy on lO J (lOOd tl11ng You leave-when you 
:,i,c -i 1 .1v01 cc1111fo1 tab Iv An r-ve refreshed and on time 
) c•U !I s.:ivl' -money. ttkl O\!er the increased a11 
;,11c' .. S11L11c tl\li 11de \\1!11 u3 on •.veekends rlolrda·,1s . 
,:,.1 1'.'li" l' Go Gre·:hound I 
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·_eoef ry ,n.:_; 
·-. tlJe schools·· 
By Jason Shinde_r-
. . 
When Kenneth Koch came out with his t~o, 
now famous books Wishes, Lies and Dreams (~och : 
describes his own writing experiments with classes 
at P.S. 61 in Manhattan, showing v,,~at beautiful 
poems children are capable of writing.)" and Rose, 
Where Did You.--Get That Red (Koch describes his 
experience of teaching great poetry to children 
and using it as' a way of stimulating children, to 
write), the "idea of using and teaching poetry in -
schools gained popularity. 1 
Teachers began to realize the importance of 
letting children devel_op· their own language 
naturally without any artificial - stan~ard~ , of 
grading usage and rhyme.· They reahzed that 
childre~ can develop grammar and flpelling by 
associating· directly w~th language. _They re3:'ized, 
especially, that writing poetry encouraged children 
to deal with their own experiences in a creative 
way and helped them express and come to terms 
with their .. gut" feeliings. 
Though poetry in schools has recently gained 
popularity it has been going on for years. Decades 
ago. Mrs. Flora Arnstein wrote a book call.ed 
Children Write Poetry: A Creative Approach. Mrs. 
A~nstein describes her work as a teacher in a San 
Francisco school where she championed the then 
unpopul.ir notion -that rhyme and other poetical 
conventions constricted the expression of real 
emotion in original language. 
Today, most of her ideas still constitute t_he 
basis for teaching-poetry. Teachers still emphasize 
the need for children · to express themselves 
creatively regardless of 'spelling, grammar a~d 
rhyme when they serv_e as obst~cles. Teachers still 
.... 
_ ~ µiventiJ!$ ·new ~d ~yitin~ way~_to _encoui'age_~· 
children to write; there-are countless "games" and 
metl:J,ods. · - :_j-,., :': · · ___ .· .. 
-.... ;F.or ·the past few months L have been ·teaching-· 
· ·poetry at East Hill Elementary School in Jt:tiaca 
and 'have used many· of these methods. I have 
asked the children -to write'' poems· about their . 
dreams, about being a ·superhero, or being· a, bad , 
. boy or bad girl, advice po~ms, poe~s about a 
· -photograph I brought in, diagram poems, etc. I, 
·. have even asked them to build· poems with 
"wooden-word-blocks", something I call 
"physical~· poetry. · I have receiv_ed p_oems like 
these: · 
My fist is going to go through a wall 
The school stinks and is dumb 
My face is red five day,s a week 
I'm mad at this school 
I Jeel like wrecking a· house. 
This school is underground 
It will be "in a week , 
If I have to do it 
And I dont want to write about it 
Brian 
(Janet's Class - 3rd grade) 
If I Were a Bad Superhero 
I would beat up .people 
I'd get angry,_ _ 
I'd get lollipops and eat them up 
I wouldn't do anything bad-but pound clay to 
get my anger out 
Steal Kid's brooms 
Throw a cherry pie in every ones face 
Throw ballons and jump on every ories faces 
I would eat everybody's food 
I would throw my food in evryone's faces 
I would eat my family up and throw their 
plates and cups 
vn the sidewalk. 
l would lassel my._parents so they would obey 
me 
-- \ ', :._,•' :· -~-·:·:-~_.-.. _ .. ___ , '·.' 
'~• ,•,. ... _,._ ____ ,~_..,-,:~- .. , "I 
'Throw .stew in _p;,ople's fac_es ,,, . " 
. I w.0*1d·~lo~;p~ple·off Jh.e ch~ . . . . . . .. 
hrould smash .. tlieir, pliu~ tJ:troug}fthe table . 
·· Pour orang.ijtiice -0n everyone's fac_e-<'_ ... ' :·' 
:· I -would turn." tlie faucet' on an4 _keep· ii on for a 
month ' . 
. and flood the house 
I would pee all over the floor 
I would flood ~eoples noses 
I would kick you in the heart 
'Put lightning on your heart ... , 
I would give people sleeping pills 
and make them go to bed 
I would poke my brother's eyes out . 
, Collaborative Poem 
: Margarette's Class - 2nd grade 
(Ben, Spren, Lucy, ~ain, Shannon, Anne) 
These poems,, as· well as others, are obvious. pro~f. 
that children are capa~1e· of e)(pressing ~emselves 
with wild and fresh imagination, emotional force· 
and a genuine feet for language. · ~- --
Each lesson, t~e children.receive their poems on 
mimeo-graphed sheets. It is importan_t that they 
see the results of their~orks·as soon as possible. 
We also read ·the poems out· loud as poetry is 
meant for the ear .ai, well as _the_ eye. I am 
consta,ntly telling tliem to cut' down their. poems·. 
and Jeave in only, what is.essential. I am always 
reading them "outside'! poems either by,chili:lren . 
their own,,age or established poets. It is important 
they know of their "contemporaries" as well as 
the pros. Hopefully, in time, they will begin to 
enjoy a,nd enter the wor!d-0f poetry. · . 
As a result of what has been happening in the 
past few years, organizations, such as The Teachers 
and Writers Collaborative in New York City, have 
developed. These organizations serve as centers for · 
those interested in bringing poetry into the 
schools. Another organization .that has developed 
_is Poets In The Schools; in fact, there is one in 
(continued on page 27) 
Carol Sweetie: 
\ 
JOHNNY'S BIG RED GRILL & CARRYOUT Classifieds· 
\ 
Patty• 
I'll miss you during Christmas 
vacation. Remember met 
Love, • 
Fantom XX t . \l Tn 211 ,ny frlc::ds, 
Thanks a Int for everything. I 
appreciate your friendship. I , wlsii 
everyone th~ Happiest New year. 
John 
MERRY CHn.ISTMAS! 
Kathy 
" eeneR my dearest," 
Dearest D·ebble, 
Chips Ahoy, and a bottle of rum. 
May your blpp'y dance an t1:1e way to 
tbe tennis courts over 'X-mas 
vacation. Don't foget to light your 
Chanukah candles. ~~- Dear Bob Don, 
I'll make your holiday's 
bareable. 
more 
, A dobbltydo; and a dlbblde tart; 
the days and ttie .,lgM~; Hold dear to 
my heart. The wishes of woo, of then 
and now here; ,.e•d some be 
expressed, tl" hll short a tear. To 
carefree times, of living endue; the 
spark of my Joy; are moments with 
-Love, 
The Face ' 
- -~~--- . /,_ 
. 
, Wishes you a safe & happy holiday_ 
202 Dryden Rd. Collegetpwn 
273-7461 
Armed ~·orres Health Professions Scholarship Program 
'Love 
Belinda. the mystery Clause. 
Dear Friend of Pooh's, 
What a strange thing to share? But 
then, 1pok at tne. oth~I things we've · 
· shared. Bes~ of luck that we_ solve 
each othe~'s "'void." 
Love 
Christopher Robin 
Dear Paul, 
Happy Birthday. 
Andy, ,-
If you're Of'.18 of tomoffOw's physicians, · 
there are some things you.sbqulct know 
today.· 
_ ;Jo/jtrF~J;Z'??fif::}J#;}\t:'';} t' :0 i}Jj}\. 
Scarecrow-
you. How can I play my cards rlghtif I 
, The Balding Wayfarer don't" know who you are? . 
s of p. 
To a'nyone concerned: . . P.S. I'm ·not-·eve~sui'e· lf"')'C,U•"l'!Mllf-
My apologies. The correct spelling me! 
IS Elisabeth. 
Rhino Lee: . 
tee cream Kelly· 
I'll give you a week or 2 
consecutive day of cherry vanllla. 
vour will power can't be that strong. 
• R+K 
Dear sue, 
I wish you best wishes that you 
find happiness In the new year. 
Remember, you can always-write 
b8';k for advice. Happiness. 
Happy Birthday. You're no longer 
a teenager. Dig It.· 
Jack: 
Love, 
Peg 
Happy Birthday! I wish I could be 
there to say It. 
Lon, 
Peg 
Love Skeezy: , 
__ T J Happy · Birthday kid, you're 
oear Lis, getting to be almost as old as you act. 
Good luck In the new year In , How ls your_ age treating.you? 
finding out whatever you choose to · Love, 
do. Write back, wherever you are. Little Sister 
Happy Holidays.-
Love Nini: 
·, TeeJ I haven't forgotten you. Hold 
Dear Burger King relative, ' tight and I 'II write soon. I've lots to 
Whatever happens, It was a good say, Miss You. ·· 
first semester. Have a Merry 
Chrlstmas(enJoy). 
Roomle 
Love, 
~g 
(continued from page 18) 
Restraint is called for, restraint on both sides of every fence. No 
vigilante moves tp force the Indians out, and compliance with legal 
" 
procedure on the part of the Indians. ~ore shqo_ting wil_l only retard , 
and complicate any solution to the problem. Moss Lake could too 
quickly become' a "lesson too late for t,heJeaming". 
. - -
, ... 
r 
F,,r ir1st;111cc Yuu s11ould know about the op- Just one more thing ... we think if you 
pcirtu111t•r~ ottered by Armed Forces Health know all the facts, today, you may want to be 
C,ire As an officer in the service of your one of us tomorrow. 
ct,o,cc y,,u II wl•rk 111 modern facilities. With F1r.d out. Send in the coupon and get 
11;;-to-datt' ec,u1prnent. And modern, up-to- the facts .. today. 
dJtc profess1on;:its in every area of Health .:!'!.:'!..~.2!'.:!:~d_o~~~s...!~~~·.:::.~:!!..!.92,.S,..!~'!..., 
CJrP . I Armed i:orces Scho:~rships z CN i'~• -
For example. You should know that I P.o ,eo,A, , 
Armed Forces Health Care oilers opportuni· I Peo"d. 111 61614 I I~!.::. t' •", 1l'• •• _,.::' 1:;:.~ t• e fo ,.,;:, -~ Or'Js"a"TI 
ties for 1111t1al training and advanced study in , A·:1·, -· N,i.) -- A ,r.:,.,c Medo' 
practically l'very specialty. Not to mention --1 DenrJ, · v,w, n.ir1 • _, Pod Jt•: _ o~:. --·.,:·, =· 
tile opportunity to practice it. j P,,cno,ogy :PnD> :: • · 
You shoald know, too, that we make it I Na:pe 1,.1• ,,. 0 ••• ,. pos5ible for you to p(jrsue a post-residency 1 -Soc Sec= _____ P':··e ___ _ 
fe:lowship at either military or civilian insti- l' Address. ____________ _ 
tutiohs. · I c,ty 
· And if all this strikes a spark, then you 1 ------'--------
should certainly know.about our scholarship' ·, sta1t'-----~--...:---Z1~1---- _.,,. , 
"rogram. , . . . -1, Enr~neda1 'HOLIDAY~ . , PAR.:T.IES 
"" f ed I _ (scn001J ' .,: ' • • · · ... 
lfyouqualify,thetuition oryour-m I•. I Toeradua:ein ..__ 7 . 273-.~·2-·40-- ··. · · .. _ .. ·. 
cal education will be covered fully while you I 0 .,1e 0 , b;rth ~,-,., '•
0
•·1 .JJ,·•· · ,,; . '~ 
~articipaJe in t~e prqg~. A!1dhd1~r.int_g thdat I .. , ....... ...,,y111>1 • .-~ 1.g,~t,'~'.,,, P·•s\".·:;.' '~"·':; · 1 l ' .. · · ,· ,· _ .. ·.-.-... i45,_ ~~· .. t;}s_ Fi~/r;,r._."'-_i.i ~-< ·:. · :~· . -_:-' __ :.~.- }~\~ time yC'u II receive a Svuv rno11t Y s 1pen , .. ~;,:. __________________ _, __ .,. l , ·.-.:- :1 c ,_ ~,;:'-
· .· · ·. '_·, .· '._:~ . . i.·: ...• ~-~.--~-Mib ....... '' . . ,. ' -,.,,. ~-\_:M~LE ·-~~.IH OF,.~_N_9~J::,;tO~!,~~~:t:.;·i~: ~.;~.-
" - ........... .,...... .... ·• .:,J ... ,. :--::... ta11Eil1tlNll!1Elli!ll.ll~lli!lilP.lill1IMI : ;,;-~ 
L_: _____ .-._: _ . ..:·}..:'··:..,_ _ ·,.;Ded!::;:. ·~i;:ca::!led~t~o~M=e(J~ic::;i~he~a:,:nd~lhe.=· r.J.i?. ~-. ;i,_:.::_ ~~.-.~-~. ~=-=.I-.::,:.::Iii_ -.:J·~-~.'."" ____ ,,, __ ""_--.1,,;:--~-e:~~~-~~--__ __ -__ -_ ... ___ -_ ....... __ -~-:--::-.:'-·~~".'."·:~r~~~~~:,~::~~-~i~~.d~:;ili£~'.~~'.~:~:;;;,:::r:,2;;~1~:~;I~:.~~~::~if ~i~~~ 
l " 
-Toth•BIGA- . 
N•xt 11mntel',you had bett•r Just · _ 
· control iounelf, anCI don't UH· .1an1.::. -
BB-power to take over. Be careful. You sure were great Wednesday 
Fuzz night!. Yau really know how to trwet 
· · - - k 1 0 You a man. Mayl;!e next time w• can 
... ~ ,- .. 
. '··,'' , ' 
R 
BuckY• · -· . 
The new look Is great. But we're 
still pissed off. Patti•, --
One of the bist Beach- Boys 
concerts ever. wouldn't you a11r•e7 
Rm 16. 
Dear low• Farmer, 
P.S. Thanks tor the ca e 1 ! · _ change It a ntu, for even some more 
know mY weakness. _ . -· fun. Remember I want a picture of 
Although We've snn little of each 
TTPN, other, we're stllhln the same time 
_ you. 
Dear Chuckle,Pooh, _ ,· Chuckle-Pooh zon11. Have a very. MelT)' Christmas 
My binoculars have come In handy. and a Happy and perhaps more 
- thla Year • but you really ought _to· Dear Deb, A, and Lu, · agreeable year. 
'shut your curtain• when you pt Tlianks so much for the really 
ready for bed. -111'11t b-clay presents. t know I'll get 
• -. 
1 Loft, to use Lu!s·whan I'm In London, and 
· 1-ove, 
Ohio Hick 
Janie Dab"• and A's wlll always be close to - Dear Robyn and Joan, , 
. , , ma. They're really beautiful. Thanks Best wishes for •· Happy N•w 
M019l-8rill11S, . • ' 
Qood Luck on Friday. 
again. Vear. Robyn, we'll miss you-but you _ 
. · Kingsley and Linda 
Love, can stlll call on Wednesday nights· 
Fuzz · from London. Behave younelf. 
--- - -Possible reward offered for the return , Dear Mark, - -
Joan, thanks a tot' for all your 
of my underwear and socks. It's co.Id success co·mes In atrange and small 
without them! . Write to Grllled amounts. Don't break many-Bassoon 
help. Good luck, wherever you wind 
up. 
Cheese.at Box eza. . . rads. 
Roomle 
Look w/,111:,;,e-1,~Ve f'or.YOV 
CVtRYNIGIIT _;;~;~/,ovse Room: 
.@_INN~RFOR TWO ... j~•n] 
Delilah, Sampson and 
the Stand Alone. 
For -cats who like putting on the dog 
~ 
THE SALTY DOG 
We're t~e swingiest "place in town 
lthaC'a, New York 
SA'.T: WILMER ALEXANDER. 
& THE DUKES 
FREE DRINK WITH l:C. 1.0. 
Rye & Ginge1r less than 51( ·all nite 
FREE admission before 9:00. 
CKOOSE WHOtf LtVf. Cij00Se DELlelOIIS, 
MAINE LO&_STE DELMONICO 
WllH A. P(?f OF <!OMPlflE WllH · 
ST E.Pil\1£.D MVSS€l-5 SALA~ v~sse:~T. 
. ...... 
AND 1\1..L- Ht£. 
T~ IMM1"1Gs ! V-ou 
'TWO H\BVLO\JS 
~AC~ G.€. T A. ,. ( D1NrJ6R'i ~ 
~hWLS. 1-0BSTf:~~ 
cUoosE OVR GREAT 
fONDU~ 
BOURC.UiQNaNH 
. . ' 
AtJD fONDVE-
(!~Ol!Ol.-AT 
f'c:>f< 17ES5£RT~ 
Ma~~iti11.<; ~ 
BOB DIEMONDS 
IJiscounr Soda & Beer 
cofflplete party store 
· €~Joy #.,es_e deleef~hle freals 8h!l 1tigl,/ af 
THE PORTERHOUSE ROOMw~:oERLA~DloDGE 
' . . ' . 
· Mon. thru Sat. 9am-9pm Sun. 12-() 
New location next to Purity ke Cream 
I 
900 NORTH MEADOW 272-8474 
65/f. E.U-ilRA ROAD ., ·1THACA • PHONE. 2.72.-5252. 
lc'E$F~-VA11/'JNS_AREA 'KEC!A"f'E"P•DPclilfYERYlfllYEJ<CEPT .SVIIPAY lceitl,ips & Dips Tool 
. ,"':--,,,. 
...... f 
" ' 
I • 
. , 
,, ... 
~1'i!'-• 
~~~I< I>~ A I< 
JTHACA COLLEGE 
·& 
I 
-.GR.EEK. PEA·K 
,I 
a co~pletelr new program to ski this 
season at 
STU-D,ENT·· DIS·COUNT PRICES 
nights dufing the skiing season plus 4 
. I.½ hour lessons for·only ·$31.50 .. 
Bus transporta.tion · is being ~rranged . 
C_oupons this'year a!e_ compl~tely transferable 
. . ' . 
Sign up, in th~- Eg'1,ert Union Lobby 
' ,_ - • I ~ • ~ 
· ~,~:;~'.~~lk~~~~~~~;,:~f '.tf:~r··~3r;;i~~~~i~~~~;~;:::_~,;.;.:·~·-~·~.~~1~-i3 :~~:~~~;~~~~::· .. ,:.· : .. ·· .... · 
<'.' 
i .. 
··:• ·····~¥2~ii.¥.:.,:;~1~~:~-f l~j;:~iit;;~~t~i~'~ 
: ·::·/.: ... ;_.,.- /:;·· ... ·:._ _:~~:- ·:suer,t~~· ;1".::io.-fllters;·--::.11n11tt1t·,.,1 ··· , ·'f.:vou'-7dl.ii'·10>· .-· · 
Hey Biobb~ · .. !-· • ·~, ·. ·:.:: :- ~ ,...,-· ,';'. --~.~..-.;,.~ •• :.~ ... -:_' '.· .'.!:\~:,:;'LoY~-!···nw'roo!I?:~: -~ii~~tt;-.;_'it~QR~1)'ftc··.::. 
Hu'inyolluraten.lJlCClnl yet? , , ... . : ·, ~- . ·., ~l!'t'OMJ ~-_:J,.l_~!IY,-~IU.~02= :· : • . · : ·.> -.. ~.; 
" .VNIP~!"larsnn- ... · ·s .· .. · ,, .,·-- ..... ~-. -.·· ... ·_:a.- . . 'Lln'"McG .. ~·· -
· . . . --~ .. ·. - ....... , ua, . .. · . . .... _ .,. · . , : . . · - . 
· OW'ir tloli, ' . . . · en, .. ·· 
Terry-:- · f,fa.,e next semestar's happier for · Heho, Hello Hallo 
· · - ' .- . 9e?t of Uick -on yoUt".rell,lri:i,_ to, . _ .. · · ·· ~--"., · - · 
to you · Have civilian llfa-artd •nJoy Ille ,hollclays. · . Dear-.R,P,· · · . . , .. · · 
Wllat can I say • you're the best, you than this on• wa, 1 know It'• you bean hiding Merry Chrl,!_lma1 "Pip.Pip"_, pollfble, • · . · : · computer? 
1 • h ·_ · · · • · lJ,ve, ·. ·Wllat >WIii next ainester be 
o~t · n t e · · ·. fllark ~wtthou~. you •·no car,: ,iiao:~rtnklna. 
Love, . ·· Muell tov•, .1/ 
Roomle , The second half 
~-·_ · c~L- · ·- · · .. , . _pmner; and no.i,ne to ten our loH· 
,CH!arl.lsa1 _ _,. • · :::- •• _. problems Oto. !'f~v• . a· wonderful 
,., 
Georg- . Dear Moo 
Voil deflnltely made llvln9 In One y~ar to got Be happy and 
Terrace 7A, a real experience. What don't spaz. Happy new year and 
will I do without you7 Hope the girls many. mQre at the Haunt. Best of 
that take my.room are foxyt . •·luck .... 
Love, J· 
Your Head Groupie· Immortal Savoyards-
Ruck and Rln, 
Take some "No-Doze'~ and 
psyelled for Sunday's aame. 
1 love you all and thanks for 
. making the happiest days of my llfe, 
get I F~rever onward! 
Lucifer• •. 
A zucclnl In the hand 11 worth tw~ 
crabi I~ Ulla bush. · · · . · 
· 'Socrates and Aristotle Ltd: 
.-~--··· 
SIiiy Wabblt 
Get out of that .iiucclnl i,atch. 
· ElmerF. 
Dear:A, Deb, cit~. Ka~n, etc . .:;... · I 
.. · .Merry: .. chrlstmas or· ~•PPY : semester• keep your-.yes open,·· · . 
whatever It .Is you're lrito, and good · Lc,ve, 
luck where ever you ~d next __ ,.. .. Lisa 
Hmester. . . LOV - FOR SALE: .Aitartment·f'urn1iiilnp. 
Bullet, 
e, ·ann,r ne,w·· used tor·on•» 3 montlti; 
Mark ; Qrcia• ·buys. everything m.ust go_trom 
bClds to kltcMn table. Call 297.:Z222 
Enjoy your vacation and don't 
forget .the !=)ytan ;ilbums. · ;_ · · ·: --
· after & P.-M-~. · 
- .. ~ -. 
. · . , . Sloomle 
J.+ D. The A.E.C. 
We'(f n_:1lss you next u·mest•r,_but 
that's th,· way things go."Whlle we're 
getting c'ultul'9d,. and stuff like that, 
you-can suffe~·here. (Not nally); But. 
at any_ rate ... tiave · a !irHt. · n11xt 
T.J,- • . 
· Have- a Meny Christmas even If. 
LOST: • Sliver bracalet: with iHHr 
shajr,ed · 11owen '¥11th 'tut11JIAIU,bead 
lnsicl1 each flower. ,RIIWllrd. for, this 
.. i'ienonaUtitm. Call Terri at 27.7·3947. --
Your, Ithaca Fish and 
Chips, Store features a. 
1as1e-tempung choice :or 
delicious golden fned i:hicken 
and succulent tender fi5h 
with chips. Try some of each 
al your lthai:a F'rsh and (hips 
Store Of\ Route I J across 
from Purity Ice C'Teani. 
. ' . ' 
M -Gear Dan,· . . ..... , -.· . . 
. ·. ark · . : Its . a great feellng.,to be, out In, 
Happy Birthday Lisa! 
Love, semester, and next year we'll -all have·. 
Rhino. a "Jolly.good time!" 
you are a minor In Ohio. 
t. ,.. . · · ·. front· for~ change. P1a1e tn,. and , , Love, .. To Ruby, Tom, scot , Gian, Rick, have a happy holiday · ,eason,; you · 
Goobe~ Fuzz~~- Pervert Mark, .Jon, Wayne, Dan, Andy, ~nd · . really deserve one. The blank was hole Chrf•"' . , - . . .. . , . 
. . Love, Dear Vic, · H A'P P. Y .. AR DV,A R Kl N.C,. -
Hershey Turkey__ Thanks so much for the LOVELY CHRISTMAS AND A MERRY NEW 
- birthday _present, .As tou well know, ·VEAR,. · . ·, ,. . Dear Christopher. Robin;·:· . . ·. ' 
I'll get alot of use out of "It". Thanks · · 1.l!e Xff!•S Bear, · .1:can!t·bftl~thatsoni90!'~ rHIIY 
LOA agaln •• .and anytime you want to UH MER R MA. A" undentand1l · .. · ; .... , ·" , .. . . · 
Dungeon, 
Are you FUBAR? 
It, you krrow_ you•re_,-more than · RV CH IST S ·AND , ., • Have:,. ,;ery,i•'Splrlted',1 Cfirllbrias 
Bucky- -•come to It. Enjoy It, because I HAPPY NEW VEAR TO ALL TH,E. and N.w',Vearli~m,un-ihat toga~er 
The new look unplsses us oft. knoll! I will. · PUEl.STAFf; Tom, R!Ck,-Soob, Mark . W.'11.:flll'd ·50mll of·the aniwffl In. th• Me+ Rhino, Lq_ve, . Sperls,. Karl; Sue, Arty, Dove, Chris . new" i,ear •. lt'~-.nlcl• ·ta know . that 
Fuzz Ab., Mark. M., Fran, Bob Man,,,801> someone' cares II well •• uridentands. Dear El Bobbo· Dear Jim, .. , . Yavlts, Mlc:hatle, Cam .. Pris, Ruu, . . . .. _ ·t.ove, 
We think you should take dancing . vo·ur tree Is Just·beautlful. Thanks_ Colleen, Tad, Marti, Chris Bruno,_!'-'d A frlend:t>f "P-ooh', 
lessons. .for sharing It. · Roger. Rose, Missy, J~nn, and the ·, · - · · 
from V-our Salty Dog friends. Your late night visitors f~ P,osperou, futures·tO-an: . · - · · .. :· . . .. . . ·. .. ·~. , :==~=~==========-------------------------:------.... .., · • · 'J.. The Xmas Bear . Dear 3rd floor, Terrace 8A•--
lt's been· a, great. semester; and 
we're truti, ior'ry "tiiat (t"has ·1:oend • 
. Deflnltlll"- we'll keep In touch.. w.!llle 
. we're abroad. (havlsiiif-ona;__heli-.~'.f a 
·ti~•>· ••n -~deflnlt9'y-.- 1iave: ·to· get 
together wlltn.we 9*l•back, a.!ld have. 
• bll'"partv" ·w1t11·a11 of yciu:(one of 
our: usuat· get;.togathen);. Good· tuck 
OU) P()l{"I IIARBOUR'! ... 
'Fl.AT Tl~E'? 
SALE: · Warm your fNt or - wall. 
Selling my collection of old Oriental 
carpets. Call- Gordon after 6 at 
_257•3964, , 
·1 OIU:T WATt-=H'1 GREASED DOORKNOBS? Rob, Bee, ·Lynn, Raine, c.e., .lanny,, LDA, Pegundo, Nina Naeis, Tu and 
April'"".' . , 
JUS1 
MARKIED'! 
Dear Billy :and 7\lan. you asked for it. 
P.J 
PARTY? 
Love, XQX 
•' .. , 
· Hive fun and be good. bl.It don't 
let your being good stop. you from 
hav_lng fun! . ~ 
Little 
Anita Mari-
. next semester and nope to ·an you 
neict year.. · · 
Our sue and JIii, 
.. . _Love, 
--:· Rob a1_1,d Vic 
What are we ever 11.olng to do next 
How many days tlll °'!=· 17 year when we come back and find 
Love, yo11 . gone? There'll be no q_"e to 
Pye Hastings. _ watch The Little Rascals with, and 
no one 'to: Juit' spend .time partying 
with; Well, ~ot·rully, .but no two 
. . , peopht wm aver tak&_ your · places. 
A+A- . 
Hav~ a happy turkey day. 
J + C l<.-eest ln.tow:11. 
. Love, BlgA- . ' 
Happy BO- , . 
Wlllle, 
The Raggedy's and I wish· you a 
. Merri Christmas. Slnc:e you've. been 
good,. U,ough a weasel, watch, yqur -
• stoekln_11 for·a llttll! weaselette. 
Red· 
. . _ ~9b a11d_Vlc 
P.S. sue, this_ Is ;i B!'STI It ... ,.. . ' 
Deir Ruthie, · ~ · -
Happy, . happy birthday! Hope : 
vac:atlon . goes. great. : lt'L wen 
deserve11l 
' :·-. ' .. LO'H, 
,'j. 
·_ .. . _.,__-.',_;,:::: -\f~~d~ 
The Cornell Savoya}'ds announce-
. .. ~ ~ ' - . . ,, 
OPEN TRYOUTS 
for Le·ad·s and ·chorus 
. ' . ) 
for their Spring produ·cti9ii of 
h.m.s. p1na~on€ and 
'-· 
tRlal,aYJJlRY 
. . .. , - ..... ·. - . 
-· F<> r.·d_ .. -ff _·.&II~-
. . . . . .~ . 
:·t' 
,.•-:;:.': 
=:;~~~ .. 
\ 
__ .. ..;. .:.~..;,•,·," . '' ·:· . ··. 
,ftft:aca,.-. ... ·. ~ ,· 
, , , • I 
,, 
~--·· .. ·· .. · 
:w:;awN._U 
,_ f~r•wells ,_ c 1 , 
Lettuce 
Tomatoes 
Cold Cuts 
Chees_Tray 
Dinner· 
Tomato Juice 
Baked Ham 
Meatball Sub 
Lamb Stew 
The ith~an~ December 5, 1974, Page 25 ~ 
· · Lunch • ' · 
To11'1ato Rice Soup 
Hot Meatloaf SandWlch . 
Ham and Scalloped·Potatoes 
Egg Salad Sandwich 
Seasonal Fruit Plate 
' The- Ithacan . finds Jtself 
,,.-- saying _good-bye to three 
m·embers of the staff as this issue 
goes ·to press. Steve 
·swartz,Robyn Cashton,and .Joan 
-Landrock will -not be returning 
to IC in January.. Joan is 
Graduating,Robyn' will find out-
what the London center is all 
about, and Steve will be student 
teaching ,in Albany. We want to 
say ~hank you for all the bar~ 
· workeach has put in during this 
time on the staff. And, we wish 
them each the best of luck in ' 
.their' new surro11:11dinss. · 
~HUf\SDAV, .DECEMBER 5 
-.-...... --
Hamburger on Bun 
Baked:,t.'lacaronl and Cheese· · 
Cottage Chees4' and Gelatin Fruit Plate 
SAGA Club Sandwich • Ham/Cheese ( 
Dl11ner 
Meat Vegetable Soup 
· Breaded Veal Cutlet with Mushroom Sauce 
New England Bolled Dinner 
O)len Broiled Fish 
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6 
Lunch 
Minestrone $oup 
Flshwlch Sandwich 
Tuna Noodle Casserole 
Assorted Cold Meat Sandwiches 
Beef Blsqult Roll Ups 
Dinner 
'Manhattan Clam Chowder 
Roast Turkey, Bread Dressing, .Gravy, Cranberry Sauce 
Dinner 
Split Pea Soup . 
Charcoal Brolled Steal< 
London Broll 
Clam Basket 
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 8 
' 
Brunch, 
Scrambled Eggs 
French Toast 
Fried Eggs 
Sausage 
r 
MONDAY, DECEMBER 9 
" Lunch 
Chicken Gumbo·soup 
Sloppy Joe Sandwich 
Old Fashioned Beef Pie with Vegetabl89 
Julienne Salad Bowl 
Ham and Cheese on Rye 
Dinner 
Beef Barley Soup . · 
Chopped Steak &. El FCancho 
Chinese Pepper Steak 
Turkey Croquette 
TUESDAY,DECEMBERIO 
Dinner 
Cream of Potato soup 
Pork Chops Grilled 
Batter Fried Fish or Surf Cakes 
Stuffed Cabbage 
WEONESpAY,OECEMBERll 
Lunch 
Beef Barley Soup 
Hamburgers with French Friot 
Turkey Goulash 
Lasagne 
Cold Cut Sandwich 
Dinner 
Cheese Chowder 
Roast Beef 
Spaghetti with Meatballs and Sausage 
Cheese Qmelets 
/ LA~ 
' 
..... --· _._. ~·r ,..: __ .. ··--.:.:..:. ....... _ 
. ,..,.,. --... • - . .- • . :'lo.':.~--~.;. 
.. n ~ 
,, fRYST--RIJ Mfl6112 617RS§WEJJ\~5i 
~ 11001 W. SENECA STREET, • ITHACA, NEW YORK• (607) 272-2131 
,Sli,1ned 1l«ss !l,Flwa.r~ 
. J a..lL .J<,nd$ 
mo.$t un,ru~ 
fill shop ,n ll /t4ca_ 
' - , -ITHACA COLLEGE 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD-
~ 
! J/AflK IP&Aaa•a 
I IVlllllll'I IVIIYINIII 
S'ATURDAY DECEMBER 7th 9:00 P.M.·-f'A.M. 
, _ ... .. J-lllf1AC1. 1:·DIIIING .HALL 
·-~ .• : ·_ADM1$$1~:noe>r~-1154LL ntram·,you CAN DRINK * 
. . 
~,. .,, ....... ,•r -., t ,, l'I' , .. ~. • .. _ 
TiuHth~ari~ O~enilier'5~ 19:174~ Page 2~ ··_. 
• ~·~ :: . ·_-_-:::•" ':-.:·-:~: ·. •r_ ,' - • : ~ .. ~·~_: -~.~:·~;.· 1~~~-:~:i·:·~~~'.: r~.:~:~?:~·::.---1~~~~(·:t~:)-.':: ,~··:_::,:!= 
., ., .. -, .. -· .... ,: ·-· . 
• ••• ' I 
·. ~.··· J/iltt,did.U?iWiiiJli. ~ · . ..>,, .... . . ,''\' -. ~-.{ . 
..iets·.11llder :W'IJY, 
_· Pre-&eason baSketbal,I practice Dave Firich Ts a ]unior college ,. -
has s~aited at· Ithaca Col.Jell' and transfer 'expected to lielp -at · 
SP.ORTS· 
' .. 
GRIDDERS-
IN STAGG 
head coach Darryl Lebnus is _____ guard._ ' 
optimistic abou.t,the chm~of Lehnus-- is- extrem~ly 
b'is Bombers impiovini last _ . ·th • • · 0 
year's 8-18 record an_d ·gaining a ~n"t"USUlstic about· a strong 
winning season. - _ group .of ~rcslunen pla)'.ers w~o 
· .. We· will have a _ inuch will likely start with the junior . 
stronger inside game this _varsity but some may work up 
~1ni-n,a11 ·.s· . season," Lehnus said. "Our ball to the varsity 'later in tlie se~on: 
~-WHII 51 handling and overall play at "We have .. the best. frosh. 
iuard w~ll also be much -... group l ~~ ever ~orked wi~ ~ ~ JJVt,l'J improved," . . five years_ of college .coa.ching, 
. fl I "I'. . Two veterans who took a· : ~hnus said. --: · 
· - Year off from· basketball return The Bo~bers new freshmen 
Bo WL o.1tener ~ season and~ expected to_r group. includes two potentially· · 1'' gJVe the ~m~rs a boost; outstai)ding .centers in_ Keith Ithaca College hasn't had · ~nter Jo~~ Mc:€arthy -a ·!/illis-'(~'8 1/2 .... Rumford, ME) ' - much luck against the tough .~~or (6'6~ ~~te,~~· NY) was · and. BC!IY .M~ ·'--(~8 · 1/2, 
By Dave Rives first Eastern team to win Oneonta Red Dragon swim team· one o_f 
the ~e>p · ::.1.o~rs t~~ ,SummJ,t, . ~~).,. ~- faces : .at 
national title 
th
e during the past few years. years ago with 88
1
. ~-'2 ~btsl pc f . forward _mchlde Pete- Terbuska 
· M d th t n d game -avera.,. · e JS ca.pa e O - (6l4 - ftoEbertcr NY) and at·· . -For Ithaca College Football, Thelthacanspittheirperfect _on ~Y, _a ·. en .the ·rugged- inside play the·. -··~---lite-··.:1~· .t ... .:.:.: (S'(" 
it has been a season to I 0-0 mark against Central- continued m Oneonta, with the Bo bers missed last. -~'"'-., .,_._.-- """••· ~· . 
remember. 
The Bombers marched 
through their nine--game season 
undefeated, one more win than 
their previous undcfeateh season 
back in I 965. As a reward for 
their hard work, they won the 
Cotiege of Iowa. Central earned Bom~ers coming outpon - the m season.. I" (Bt,~~rn.· ·-::-NY),. Da-v:e Bom · 
wrong end of a 72-39-score in StrelJlthemna · _ Burhngton,. MA)~ .. Dave 
their trip to the Stagg Bowl with the .first meet ·of the season for Su~e (6'1, TNmansburs) . 
a thrilling 17-16 win over both clubs. ·-- Senior guard Jim Doherty and·· Van·. Sc~affer. 1S~I 0, 
Evansville CoHege in their Jhe Dragons took both relays (6'1, W~t ~m Beach, FL) Sch~p~ctadf_! N~)- ~ike · 
Western semi final game. and finished first fo ·nine .of ave~~ pomts per game two. -·~c~·(.6"2) as_a,~fer who 
Central is noted for its rugged eleven individual events enroute years ago and_ he shQ~ JS expecte4 to. help at forward. 
· Lambert Bowl, symbol of 
Division l1l Eastern College 
supremacy. Last Saturday, that 
supremacy was challenged by 
that school with · the national 
acclaim and funny name, 
Slippery Rock State. The 
Bombers came through once 
defense . that has posted five _ to the win. · strengthen · the Bombers with ~ · · l..ehnus feels the Bombers -
shutouts. Their o~fense atta~k is Only freshman -IM'er Steve two years of vusi',Y experie~i:e-. have plenty o! tale~·a.'ld _have 
paced ~y QB_ Jim Zelbhu_izer, Kirkpatrick and sophomore The Bo~bers graduation _ e'!ough expenence t9 build a 
who has gamed ,5 IO yards free-styler Bruce Gillies could losses were light. One of the wm~er ... The I.C. coacl_l fei,ts the 
rushing in 120 carries ~n~ h~s manage victories for . I.C. _departed '!8duat~s._ howev~r. ker to the year will be how 
completed 76 passes m 136 Kirkpatrick who should have a was lastyearslleadmgscorer, Bill' qwckly·the Bombers can .blend 
attempts for 1295 yards and 17 oright futu;e ahead of him in the Follcins, with a 14.4 'points per together tc,,form a strong ~~it. 
to.uchdowns. Fullback Mike 200 back and I.M., wonpeasily ·game average. The fre~en _ are not likely 
Hodges is .Centrals top rusher in the 200 IM. 
1 Lehnus starting his second t~ see varsity action· unless they 
. with· 7 I l yards in 14 5 carries. year as head 'basketball coach at "!Ill be able to see a great deal of 
again as they have all season Ithaca counters with fullback 400 Yd. Med. Relay: Oneonta I.C., has _.several. veterans from. playing time. 
with team work and the nation's Dave Remick, who has gained (Farrel, Naito, Reiser, O'Donnell) . last year's varsity team and some 
· most explosive running attack, 11 5 I yards on the ground. Dave 3' 5t~~~- Free: O'Donnell o, Guinn 1 __ top members up from the junior 
which has netted over 4000 has scored t l touchdowns. 11:17.72. · · varsity to form a strong nucleus · 
y a_r d s and a¼e_ raged 44 Bomber signal caller Jerry Boyes 200 Free: Mahoney o, Danyla I, to build a winner. --
1 · Eaton O 2:00.84. . pomtspper ga!11e t us season.. , has .done a fine job directing the 50 Free: Gillies 1, oono)lan o, Forwards Charlie Johnson 
But the miraculous story 1sn t Van Remmen I 23.49.·, (6'2 S Ith NY) had 8 3 
· offense completing 53 of IO 1 2oo I.M.: Klr.kpatrick 1, Roth o, . , r., aca, · 
over yet. · The Bomhers flew Wilson 1 2, 1 3.2 1 . pomts per_game last season; Greg 
down to Phoenix City, Alabama, passes for 941 yards, and 16 1 Meter Req. _Diving: Walsh o_, 'Allen·(6'3, Jr., ·Horseheads, NY) d ·11 h Handler I, Wheeler O 183.50 . . 6 ,3 yesterday an w1 represent t e touchdowns. Jerry has gained 200 Fly: Reiser o, Quinn 1, 9.5 pomts; Bruce Jones .( , 
cast in the Amos ·Allonzo Stagg 610 yards on the ground· and _ Donovan o 2:27,63. · • So., Teaneck, NJ) I 0.8 !)oints Bowl this Saturday. The Stagg 10° Free: Lamens o. Gillies 1• and· Jerry Boyes· (6'2 Jr. 
scored IO times. Eaton o :52.74. , . , . ' 
Bowl is the NCAA Division III Saturday's game will be 200 Back: Baile.y o, Farrel o, Interlaken, NY} 9 pomts. Jim 
The lthacans must play well 
at tt:ie start of t~,e year to get off 
, to a winning start and build a 
winrµng season according to 
· Lehnus. · -· 
... If we c;n win a few games in 
December I feel we can build a 
winning campaign,"' Lehm,1s'said. 
"We are co·nfident that we can 
be a winner . ., -
National Championship game. c,·irr,·ecl·. by ABC . 1 Kirkpatsick' 
1 2 :08.50. :. Duell (6'3, ·so., Scl:t~nectady, 
on a rcgiona 500 Free: Mahoney o, . 
Ithaca will he seeking to be 111e 1 · Fitzsimmons 1, oanyla 1 5:51.82. NY) also played sqme varsity Ju-Ji"tsu Students'Promoted--iasis. 200 Breast: Naito o, Wilson I, '-ball last year. · · - · 
.------------------------------ Laf; 
1 
~~~!;~~pt. Diving: Walsh ,o, Veter~n guard~ bac:: are 1 om Th~ (C. Judo Ju-Jitsu club 
Handler I, Wheeler o 227.45. . Roh_n (~ 2, -Jr., Manhassct, NY) held testing and promotions for Ii fhere 1sn ·-::,., a 
l"tWELE.R IN THE FAMILY 
we ,nvite you to ;;dopt ,, 
ff<A.NK HAMME;..R / 
4 o o F r e e R e I a Y • S 3 pomts and up from the . . 
on ontap(Lamens,pReiser, Ba}leY, J ·v, J h K d (6,3 J its members last·November 14th. (''Donnell) 3:29.65. · 'S O .n enne y. ' r, The testing consisted of 
Cranston, RI), Dave Pitzer (6 I,_ · . 
c:: Ith NY) d J' N 1. demonstrations of Kata-(Form), t'o., aca, , an 1m o an ti · ·d If d f (6'0 So. -Geneseo NY). Junior iro:vurn, an .se c ense 
' ' ' techruoues. Instructor -Steven 
Buis is proud-· to . announce the 
following promotions: · -
Bennett Smulyan .· 9th KYU 
~ s·M·-OKE Rose Parinello •' 9th KYU 
't V s~ Dianne Boffa · .- . . 9th KYU 
-I •r.ri l tra,111" · ·, · . ~ ~ • · q Q h - Lee Peterso~ . ·. . .. 9th·.KYU 
~1/t1J1it7t-,&Grtt11 . S" comp/ete pa,ty 1.to,e- ~ ~fe%~~:;ers .. <---~i~~~~g 
~Aa~d-_ \ame .. •· tfJ!Y;'ers {:-:::·"·.: m11r·1111_ Z.!in~s _ ,.= .... ~,s . Th~- ·club studies Hatkoryu ·.: .... 
r.. It _ b I'- I' .. Ju-Jitsu and Kodokan·:Judq and . 
l!f.+-E. Sf<.1t~i, Uhctrn N, •2.12--1810 ,. L ·,..,.0 ,ejll{l/tffeS 1/_f'ti-/,ft/S meets· every Monday,Tuesday, ·; 
k( t-' .-,,.;.i.: I. DI/\M0 NI': .• le.,. I'< rt Vvdld-, Olltl I, I, "· 6 . . ~ . anti Thursday nights· from 7 till .. 
<ln,i ,1.: ,._, •• ,r,J rq.>a_inng • 1-<t> nicum, •'; \ of' \ - 9 in the Wres~ling Roo:qi of the:::·: 
·!13n,a11,b~ 1-2_4·. W._-lf_ cife : ·--1.~-.G~m:-~ . - - _. ..-.. - .. 
_ -CPl=N i!LL '?\~m fis'.IDAY Nlt-,HfS- - _ . .·. , .. 
1••••••••••••-~••••·-~~·••••mn••••••••••••····~••i!l•••'"'-·~~~~.·,·~-~-~·~·~~~--~~-~~~~~~j\. 
1· w1-K-o--· - ----·--: · -·_: ·-_ --_-------·: :_:--.· .. -:---~--, .. :·_ ·-:i~-. , . ' . . . . ' --~---- -- . ·, ' .. I . -.. . . .,,_ :- ·-'.:: 
• ' ',·. • ,• •, ..: •• I .. ' - •'-', ,. -/: .~, 
. ........ .... - . . - ,· .. -. '. . - -.. : 
= ., . ~: -:(}: '. ~ ·._·. Ji - ; . -.. . ~. ··=~- ~ . - .. , . .,,~~ ' l 14:70.· .. ·A:M/ .'.;, ... f-/:t)if .. ~.?±rtJt. 
. ·~, . 
. ., , , __ ' '• :-- . :.-. . - ..•.. 
· .. ,:·,.,:_ ' 
·- - •. ,. .:;- .. _ -·· .. .. ___ ~(_. 1 ·2· '~ 11· ·-.1.~,1: ~j ii ~··a.~::a:~A ··· ·· , '.;il~::~ .. 
. •· - -'.~ ... : -:~. ,. _;1, •• ,-?!;;,ll-;--,,;r-;; .. ,~.t,,-..,,'\!I( ,;,i•)\;';i,;~-i, .... J}f,.~ • .;,;: ·· :~~:... . ~'-- · . .:... .·, 
· ............ ~':~~~it..-' ~: : , · · · .. ~) , ·> ~,:;: :22·'?::~s~~~:Mr?:;~~,~~r~~:;~~n I 
.Runner Club 
at Barton. 
The Finger Lakes Runners 
:'. l11tiail111rali 
By Dave Rives 
.Club will hold, its December Men's Basketball...Org:miza-
meet on Sunday the 8th, starting tional meeting for "second" 
time at 2:30 at the indo~r tr~ck, · sea~n· on Tuesday Jan. 14. at 
Barton Hall, Cornell University. 6~00 P.M. in P-5. Captains of all 
. The.Ithacan, December 5,.1974, Page 27. 
r-~~---~-------------·-·-·-------~-1 
· a ••sna Nlllfl · 
.·~ The~ .. 
-•~ of Coffee 
.... ...,, in Town 
IJWU / JM S0Utll llUMW Donut, -.a Ille WILi.ACE Gllla 
.. co-1111n conas 
_ Registration opens at .2:00. new teams coming in and all old 
Ev~?ts are arranged according to teams -reorganizing must' be OPEN 6 .oo a.m ... :1, ,oo p.m. 1 OAVS 
ability and are scheduled for the there. Play begins on Jan. 15. No ,_.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I 
"Runl•For ~our Life" group entrees excepted after that da'te. r· ••&t , ............................ i ....... .... 
who run ma.mly for health. ~nd Floor Hockey ... Organi- l · - • 
fitness,' and the competition zational meeting for new and • • * 
group -~ho run for what reorganizing teams is Thuzsday I The staff of the CA YUGAN IS selling * 
c~mpehtxon o?e~s th~m. Jan. 16 in P-5 at 6:00 P.M. Play * · : 
Dista_nces run are !:'2 mile; l mile, , begins on Jan. 20. Roster *· * 
2 mile, and 3 mile._ The meet Jdeadline is Jan. 16. * * 
scheduled will continue on the Women's Basketball-... Entrees· 1 · , _d, 
second Sunday of_each mont~. due Jan. 15. Organizational a yearbook Your yearbook We ve tolm 
T,b.e purpose of this program JS meeting Jan. 16 in P-5 at 7:00 I . · · ~ 
~o promot_e fitne~s· for anyone P.M: Play begins/on Jan. 23. Pick . . * 
interested m runrung. 1:he_meets up entree forms in Intramural * * 
alone cannot make a sigmficant · Office. I * 
cha~g_e _ in <;>n?s physical Men's Volleyball ... Entrees h th" k th b k · h * 
condlti?n ~ut it lS h~ped_that due Jan. 16.PlaybeginsJan.20. I you w y we 1n e DD lS w·ort * 
they will stimulate and motivate 'Organizational meeting Jan 16 * 
individuals to conduct 11!.eir own in P-5 at 7:00 P.M. All captains * * 
conditioning program. The must attend * * 
program is based on the Co-Rec· Volleyball. .. New * th t N ••il • t' · t t k I 
princi~le t~at vigorous regular. teams may enter, and old teams I e CDS . D vv / l s up D you D ma e * 
exercies 1m~roves health, must._ sign up again. Entree~ due * * 
pre~ents h:art diseases,_ decreases Jan. 16. Organizational meeting * * 
~eight, mcr:ases · hfe span, on 16th in P-5 at 7:30 P:M. Play * . * 
1m_proves stamina and generally begins Jan. 19.Gamesplayedon * D. ur efforts, and the efforts of Student* 
_makes on_~ ~ee.!,_pett_er. Anr, age, Saturdays from 10-12 noon, or * * 
sex and ability IS welcome. , Sun~ays from I-3:00. · * * 
~~ : : 
r
1 
•, * Congress meaningful. Buy the book. * 
continued from page twenty-two 
Ithaca. These organizations are made up of 
professional poets who are available to teac~. They 
bring with them genuine. knowledge of their craft, 
enthusiasm, and usually more effective and 
substantial ways of teaching it. . 
Poetry in the schools _is, actually, just , 
beginning. Its potential is enormous. Years ago the 
mere word "poetry" would get stuck in childrens' 
throats like ~ones. Today the bones are breaking. 
Poetry is being taught in· the schools creatively, 
enthusiastically, and enjoyably; and its importance 
is being recognized, 
BUY TRADE SELL!!! 
I\LW A/VD USLD FURNJTUR..E 
Cash For Your Items At. 
STATE STREET UARGAIN HOUSE 
516 - West State Street 
Ithaca, New York 14850 
/?alp// /:·. l'horf)e. pro11 607-273-9602 
*· * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * f The price of the 1975 CAYUG.AN will f 
* * 
* * # remain at t~e $5.00 price up until : 
* * 
* *' 
·i the book arrives in __ Mayi then we will! 
"* * 
* * 
* * f charge S7 for those people who I 
* : 
* * I w.aited till it was too late. I 
\ ==--:--------------:--' * * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
I. 
NEXT WEEK,· 
SAB.FILMS' 
Buy it naw 
I every Friday up until March vacation, j 
t· · 11-1 in the Union lobby. I 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * I It's beeil a great year so far. i I It Will all be there to see for yourself i 
i in the 1975 CAYUG.AN. ! 
•. * 
* * *· * 
PROUDLY PRESENTS: 
* * ... adlllu/"4AJTEL - ... 
~SOIJMDER"· .I .We can't think of ~ better way to I 
A Robart B, "-,<b>it&lllutlllRlttPlbn * * 
/ starr1nQ CICELY TYSON · PAUL WINFIELD · KEVIN HOOKS· co-Slamng TAJ MAHAL I * 
JANET MACLACHLAN. proouced-1:yf!C}BEAT B RADNJT~-· d,recledb</~4iRTIN RITT . _._ d s 5 t t • l H l ·* 
·~~fs~~~~~~~;~,~~rA'.i~~i:~s;~ngN<Mdby -: sp_en- cons ru~ lVe y. on est y., I 
. , _ · .~:-· · ,.s-~.~- ~--~.u:~ _ -----~ec I 4;~.A.J.5 tti ,· ... (ii) . .- *- · .. :. _ .. · :· · *. 
,.. Iii!.__ 7 & 9":30 PM:·'·< T-102 . t·7.5. _,JJil!!lnmf,'· Ir••······ CC ii O Ca 7 7 +a a C 2 a a a C a a 2 a a C 2 l 7 7 2 I; 
,iM b ·;J~L.,,,,;;,_,_.,,,, __ ,,... ,.._;a;if Lifil,.,.O -- •• - • . • • • - • • 'I 
. ,_,,·r 
' ~ •'• . .. ··,·.. '. : .. 
. ., .. 
. ' 
.. 
t • ' 
~:.J J \ ESfjLY all tre draLght teer, red wre· ct ~rgro wth 
-sirtoin Steak, NY. Cut· · 
THURS@&W all tbe drat_ght btB-, red wre a 5ttrgrb wth . 
-Roasl Prime Ribs of Beef 
----
SllTURDllY. all- tt'G_c~mrcgre--yOJ can_drink wth~ 
Roasl Prime Ribs~ot Beef· , , ,,·, 
·. ··-_'' _______________ ...._. _____ - ::.:::;_: .. 
' , 
,.; ... ·:. 
:-. ·-
;. , 
I I ·· ' - - ' 
I; . ~ ~\G,MT IN - -C'16Qt)1..Q~C~ Az;;1 .. 
rt FOR MORE INFORMATIOI ABOUT OUR GROu,f AC,LtJIEs: -~ :i · - \if !!r 
' .. · ... 1 AND UNBEATABLE GROUP RATES FOR 48Y·TYPE:.tf PARjf CAfl . . ';j'.J-
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